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1. CURRICULUM VITAE  -   Alan Waxman

Education
 2014   Harvard University Graduate School of Design Master in Landscape Architecture

Neighborhood Doctor: Brownsville, Brooklyn, MLA Thesis
2008  Whitman College, BA in Anthropology, Japanese, Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa

The Heart of Your Shadows: Yanagita Kunio and Native Anthropology in Japan, Thesis
Work
 2017  Landscape designer Sarah Lawrence College campus plan Quennell Rothschild & Partners
 2017 - 2016  Landscape rendering QRP Pershing Square, Forsyth Plaza, Brooklyn Academy of Music Park, 
   Little Claremont, Longfellow, New Lots Plaza, Brook Park, 20+ parks for NYC Parks
 2017 - 2015  Landscape and social designer Transgenerational Food Gardens, Claus Meyer Melting Pot Fndn 
 2016  Landscape designer Staten Island shore restoration NYC Parks / Quennell Rothschild & Partners
 2016  Landscape designer Henry Hudson Park NYC Parks / Quennell Rothschild & Partners
 2016  Landscape designer NYC Community Parks Initiative and small parks:

City Line Park,Astoria Health Park, Demutiis Park, Walton Park, Nostrand Courts,NYC Parks/ QRP 
 2015  Landscape designer Marcus Garvey Village Community Center, BCJC, L&M Realty  
 2015  Landscape designer Zen Meditation Room, Brownsville Academy, 
 2015  Ecosocial designer MatchaParty wellness events Japanese tea hut mindfulness design
 2014  Landscape designer Ten Neighbors Garden, built garden, Isabahlia garden coalition 

2014  Design team Osborn Plaza Design. Apparel design, Made in Brownsville  
 2014 - 2013 Cartographer, anthropologist Harvard GSD EXUMA lab, maps, ethnography, events 
 2013 - 2012 Design intern Charles River Conservancy, bikeway design and visualization 
 2012  Co-landscape designer The Sinking Gardens, built garden, Hangzhou XiXi National Park, China 
 2012 - 2011 Research associate Harvard Pusey Map Collection, Harvard University

2010  Landscape designer Tsuboniwa, designed & built garden, Shimabara, Kyoto, Japan
 2011, 2009 Researcher and social designer Nagano University wild salmon ecology research
 2008  Community organizer, program coordinator, Oregon Bus Project, democracy organization
Teaching
AW Ecosocial Design
 2017  Sanctuary in Brownsville, Brkln, Storefront For Art and Architecture, NYSCA, Brookdale Hospital 
 2017-2015 Faculty  Mark Morris Dance Group Urban Rhythms Fall BCJC / MMDG Spring
 2016  Urban design mental health research instructor Brownsville Builders BCJC
 2015  Urban design instructor Urban Elements/ Micucci Calvario Cultivo Social project, Caracas 
University of Oregon 
 2016  Urban design/ Landscape instructor University of Oregon Kyoto Program, Kyoto
 2015  Urban design/ Landscape instructor University of Oregon Kyoto Program, Kyoto
Made in Brownsville 
 2015  Urban design instructor Urban Rhythms Columbia U/BCJC/MiB Marcus Garvey Village studio

2015  Advertising design instructor BBDO/BCJC/MiB Neighborhood Design Advertising Studio 
Harvard University
 2014   Final review panel Harvard GSD, De Broche Des Combes/ Oppenheim Immersive Landscapes
 2014   Guest lecturer Harvard GSD, Immersive Landscapes class Anatomy of Ichishkiin Design
 2014  Co-teacher Harvard GSD RTHM design and health equity urban design lectures
 2014   Lecture contributor Harvard GSD, LatinUrbia Foundation presentation & lecture, 
 2014 - 2012 Lead instructor 2014, instructor 2013, contributor 2012 Harvard GSD Project Link design program 
 2014 - 2013 Organizer and panel mediator Harvard Kennedy School Health Equity Leadership Conference 
Publications 
 2017  Preventing Chronic Violene with Urban Rhythms, Journal of Urban Design and Mental Health
 2017  A New Kind of Hospital Room, Urban Design Forum
 2017  Sinking Gardens makes cover of Landscape Theory In Design Susan Herrington MLA
 2015  Brownsville, Brooklyn Health Impact Assessment, funded by Community Solutions  
 2011  David Crocket Graham in Explorers and Scientists in China’s Borderlands UW press
 
 Languages  English, Japanese, Ichishkiin, French, some Italian, Greek, Spanish
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 With Claus Meyer’s Melting Pot culinary academy I am approaching diabetes and violence prevention through the spread and 
stewardship of community garden public housing spaces. Focusing on elder’s subaltern experiences of power in the context of 
food production and consumption allows us to create transgenerational spaces around food traditions.

The University of Oregon Kyoto program, each year consisting of around 18 students at Myoshinji Zen Temple, allows for critical 
understandings of chronic disease, violence, isolation, and sanctuary within the context and formal landscape design theory 
of traditional Japanese zen gardens.  Our ability to bridge the gap between traditional garden typologies and contemporary 
social issues is tested in the neighborhood design studio sponsored by the Kyoto department of Urban Planning.  The 2016 
studio focused on an illegal toxic waste dump and its informal settlement nestled in the holiest mountain chain in Kyoto, directly 
behind the famous Fushimi Inari shrine.  We were challenged with redesign to address toxic waste, the sacred qualities of 
waste management, and an extremely marginalized and largely illegal population.  In 2015 the studio focused on the redesign 
of a largely defunct entertainment district and the central wholesale market, dealing with issues of an increasingly automated 
economy, low birthrates, and the increasing suburbanization of the city.   Because Kyoto is a city where the valued historic 
districts are defined by ghettos, tea houses, entertainment districts, monasteries, universities, hospitals, and public housing, it 
serves as an extremely elucidating foil for North American cities. 

In my youth I had come to know the mountains, forests, and rivers of the Pacific West as complex interspecies biophysical 
neighborhoods and urban systems.  In New York City I am beginning to see socio-ecological concepts of landscape 
management for health within the multicultural urban stage of New York; testing traditional indigenous ideas of landscape 
architecture in the heart of the Occidental post-industrial city.  The set of practices being worked out - “ecosocial design” - is a 
feasible landscape architecture for public health.   By applying these urban concepts and practices to communities and lands 
we can liberate our landscape architecture discipline from objectifying notions of obfuscated “virgin” nature, and establish 
a genuine socio-ecological technique that operates in an interspecies language within the biophysically and multiculturally 
diversity of landscape.

           Sincerely,
           Alan Waxman
           awecosocial.com
           509 290 3456

2. a. PROPOSAL STATEMENT

I conduct landscape architecture for public health through collaborative design with the most vulnerable inhabitants in 
the most vulnerable locations.  Looking at landscapes as intelligent human systems,  this “ecosocial” design is a humanistic 
“anthropocene” practice that changes landscapes from the inside.  

This methodology was informed while at the Harvard Graduate School of Design, culminating in my thesis, Neighborhood 
Doctor, Landscape Architecture for Public Health (http://issuu.com/alanwaxman/docs/neighborhood_doctor).  Advisors for this 
thesis were Ann Forsyth in urban planning, Rahul Mehrotra in urban design, and Subu Subramanian in public health geography.   
During this time, public artist Nikola Bojic and I won the Fourth West Lake China International Sculpture competition and 
designed and built the Sinking Gardens, a permanent landscape garden memorial for displaced people in XiXi National 
Wetland Park.  This project stands as testament to how colonial infrastructures of historical erasure can render urban systems 
into “natural” systems, something resonant in the North American West, where thousand year old indigenous cities have been 
psychosocially rendered into a duality of pristine “virgin” nature, parks, or properties of resource extraction.  This work was 
recently featured as the cover of Susan Herrington’s (UBC chair) Landscape Theory in Design.   My work seeks to transcend 
dualistic “naturalization,” by engaging in collaborative design education from inside landscapes as intelligent urban systems. 

What for me began as a traditional education in landscape based health management in indigenous Ichishkiin communities in 
the inland Pacific Northwest translated at Harvard GSD into an ecological approach to landscape architecture, plannning, and 
public health that I began put into continuous practice in the urban context of NYC.   

Key to this practice is understanding how psychosocial infrastructures of perspective change the way we engage each other in 
the city, leading to various infrastructural health and violence outcomes.  Particularly poignant points of vulnerability, or “follies,” 
draw lines of desire within our living psychogeography.   I am continually developing this landscape architecture  approach as 
practitioner and educator. 

As landscape designer at Quennell Rothschild and Partners, designing parks for the New York City Parks department, I work 
with a small team to redesign the city’s parks and plazas.  Users of these often under-appreciated spaces are largely children, 
adolescents, parents, elders, adults in the “informal” economy, and the homeless.  These vulnerable groups in the city are 
those most inclined to chronic disease and violence, which is why understanding how people use and create these spaces 
informs form making.    Making these critical urban public spaces forms the bulk of my practice: desiging traditional “public 
parks,”  fostering networks of socio-ecological community gardens, aff ecting violence prevention through gang inter-turf 
understanding, to real time rhythm based intervention in intimate human scaled environments.   

 With the Brownsville Community Justice Center from 2014 to present, I have been conducting classes in urban design for 
violence prevention with mostly young men with criminal backgrounds. In Spring 2015, in “Urban Rhythms” studio I, we plotted 
the spatial collective reality of gang violence in the Marcus Garvey Village and designed a recreation center as sanctuary. We 
then presented our work at Columbia to Kenneth Frampton, who designed the development in 1970.

Sponsored by Storefront For Art and Architecture and NY State Council of the Arts this work has become in 2017 a “New Kind 
of Hospital Room” (Urban Design Forum magazine http://urbandesignforum.org/review/preserving-neighborhood-culture-with-
technology/#response-1) at Brookdale hospital that integrates the poetics of high risk participants in a freestyle cipher to create 
a living anxiety map for constituent based landscape interventions. 

From 2015-present the “Urban Rhythms” studios II, III, and IV at the Mark Morris Dance Group work with data in rhythms of 60 
year infrastructural cycles, seasonal yearly change, urban excitement and violence over a weekend, cortisol cycles in a day, 
and the rise and fall of intensity in a single song.  As Belizaire and I write in the Journal of Urban Design and Mental Health, 2017 
(http://www.urbandesignmentalhealth.com/journal-3---urban-rhythms.html), it is possible for high risk participants, skilled “flex” 
dancers from to use dance techniques of “animation” to “code” diff erent rhythms, creating real time atmospheric emotional 
manipulation of space. 
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TRANSFORMING THE NARRATIVE
FROM WITHIN

RESOURCING

OUTLOOKING

STUDIO WORKSHOPPLANNING

COLLECTIVE ACTION

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

drawing
photography
collage
creative writing
interview
safety mappings
agency maps
ecological studies

design of collective project
modelling
critique

community organizing
event planning
stakeholder discussion
specific feasible timelines
achievable projects 

sharing food, 
voice, diaogue, poetry
active listening
storytelling
performance
imrpovisation

data compilation
data analysis
thinking about future challenges
assessing results

installation
planting/ care
building construction
community garden
food preparation
performance 
improvisation
farmer’s market
walks

2.b. ECOSOCIAL DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Ecosocial design is the design of human landscapes from inside socio-ecological systems.
 
The term “Ecosocial” is a combination of the words ecological and social, and refers to 
interconnected human, animal, plant, and mineral material systems of various scales that are 
aff ected by social processes, and social process that are eff ected by material systems in a 
constant interrelated way, forming and informing each other over time.

Human health, language, cultural shift, infrastructural and technological change, wealth, and 
marginalization on a population scale are intensely ecosocial issues.

Your body and mind are the reflection of your landscape- your friends, family, neighborhood, 
food, infrastructure etc.  Likewise, your landscape is aff ected by how you live.  Shared spaces 
and environments are created by the people who live in them - they are crystallized shared 
psychosocial realities.  We make spaces together.

Ecosocial Design Process:

outlooking  - psychosocial mapping
studio workshop  - landscape design
planning  - specific feasible timelines
collective action  - production and performance
celebration  - sharing and feedback
resourcing  - data compilation and analysis

For more on my ecosocial design process, my background, and my design philosophy for 
health please see awecosocial.com.

In this portfolio:

BUILT PROJECTS are LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE projects built or under way and tested 
examples of the ECOSOCIAL DESIGN process. 

DESIGN TEACHING ECOSOCIAL PROCESS is mapping, psychosocial landscape design, and 
planning.  The more connected the studio is to the environment; as is the case in Brownsville, 
Brooklyn, where students are long time residents; the more design teaching becomes 
ECOSOCIAL PROCESS.

PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES provide more in-depth description of theories in practice and 
teaching.  These are supplemented by writing on awecosocial.com

SPECULATIVE PROJECTS draw together particular elements of theory deployed in BUILT WORK, 
DESIGN TEACHING, and PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES.
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3. a. BUILT PROJECTS

Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center, Brownsville Brooklyn  -  12

Sinking Gardens: Memorial For Displaced Families, Hangzhou  -  18

NYC Parks / Quennell Rothschild and Partners landscape architecture, NYC - 22

Zen MeM ditatiiono  Center, Brownsville Brooklyn  -  40

Maaatctctctt haha PPParrtyty: Intimate Zen Happening, New York City  - 44

1000 NNNeieieieighghhboborsrs GGarden, BBrorownnsvsvilillele BBrorooklyn n  -  46
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Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center:
Mapping urban rhythms of 
violence and making sanctuary 
from the inside

Participants presented their designs 
and research to Kenneth Frampton in 
Columbia

The Marcus Garvey Village is low 
income housing designed by 
architect Kenneth Frampton in 1970 in 
a collaboration between the Institute 
for Architecture and Urban Studies 
(headed by Peter Eisenman) and the 
Urban Development Corporation in 
New York. 

The Village was infamous for gang 
violence in the period that followed 
and was home of the nationwide Folk 
Nation Gang.  L&M Realty bought 
the development in recent years and 
hired the Brownsville Community 
Justice Center to address the 
reputation and reality of the violence.

Value Map for the participants 

Working on behalf of the Brownsville 
Community Justice Center I 
conducted a 10 week studio 
with mostly young men in the 
development, all of whom had some 
level of involvement with the justice 
system.  We evaluated the realities 
of the space, the current landscape 
of gang violence, and potential 
architectural interventions to prevent 
and reduce violence.   Together we 
designed a community Rec Center 
for an unused lot in the center of the 
development. 

In June 2015, the young people 
presented our work to Kenneth 
Frampton in Columbia University.

Brownsville Community Justice Center, L&M Realty, 
Columbia University collaboration, 2015

New Rec Center Plan repurposes existing parking lot with shipping 
containers, basketball court, and garden design.

New Rec Center interior -
Salon use, studio use, and classroom use

2
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Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center
Brownsville, Brooklyn
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Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center
Built, 2016, Brownsville, Brooklyn

New Rec Center interior as built -

New Rec Center plaza as built -

With some negotiation and help 
from L&M Development Partners, the 
recreation center was built on site 
and opened in October 2016.  New 
York State Assemblywoman Latrice 
Walker is pictured giving a speech 
below.  James Brodick, director of the 
Brooklyn Community Justice Centers 
smiles at right.  Participants friends 
and family stand and sit between.
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Sec  on Perspec  ve

Family fathers Hong, Xian, and Zhou 
gather to dedicate the boats that 
represent their families removed from 
territory to make the park. 

Plan drawing for China Academy of Art competition 

Section Perspective with cut-away to reveal 
ruined townscape

Sinking Gardens: Memorial for 
Displaced Families, Hangzhou

The Sinking Gardens - a collaborative 
landscape intervention by Alan 
Waxman and Nikola Bojic - was built 
in Hangzhou’s XiXi National Wetland 
Park. The national park is a massive 
green driver of urban development, 
displacing thousands for scenery and 
luxury apartments, gentrification on a 
grand scale. The intervention weaves 
together narratives of community 
solidarity with the aims of the China 
Academy of Art, providing a new 
social ground for displaced families 
as named participants. Boats emerge 
from topographies loaded with 
erased family memories, carrying 
earth and grass to form new land to 
be walked and explored. 

China Academy of Art competition, winner,
City of Hangzhou, XiXi National Park, 2012

Each boat honors one family that 
lived for generations in XiXi;  family 
fathers Hong, Jiang, and Shen 
dedicate the memorial atop their 
“sinking gardens.”

The project was selected for the 
4th West Lake iinternational art 
exhibition, funded by China Academy 
of Art and the city of Hangzhou, and 
permanently installed.

The Sinking Gardens is featured on 
the cover of Susan Herrington’s 2017 
book, Landscape Theory In Design 
which surveys worldwide landscape 
architecture practice and theory.  
Herrington is chair of the University 
of British Columbia landscape 
architecture department. 
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Sinking Gardens
Hangzhou, China
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

Brook Park in one of NYC’s most 
troubled neighborhoods, the 
South Bronx, is a reconstructed 
artificial wetland built to remediate 
stormwater runoff  in a year round 
pond.  The site, which is an existing 
community garden, is a powerful 
locus for community gathering and 
revitalization.   The people pictured 
are recognizeable characters in the 
community.

Brook Park, Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, 
large swaths of NYC shoreline and 
housing were entirely destroyed.  
This tragedy opened up the 
incredibly opportunity to redesign 
the vast parklands that would serve 
as a natural barrier along with the 
naturalized Army Corps of Engineers 
sea wall and reconstructed beach. 

Pictured here is the Army Corps 
sea wall as it is cloaked in parks and 
beach for recreational use.

Staten Island Shoreline Restoration, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

For years, the awkward corner hidden 
beside the landing of the Manhattan 
Bridge had been home to drifters, 
artists, and a thriving Chinese 
informal market.  After the infromal 
settlement was cleared by the city 
and the area fenced off  for years, QRP 
designed the plaza pictured below. 

Forsyth Plaza, Manhattan, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman

HIstoric informal settlement
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

Longfellow Garden in the Bronx 
beside highway 895 and the Bronx 
River has been long neglected but 
was redesigned by QRP as part of the 
Community Parks Initiative. Longfellow Garden Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

Lyons Square Playground, redesigned 
by QRP as part of the Community 
Parks Initiative, pictured below 
in Spring brings new play areas, 
basketball courts, and almost entirely 
new plantings to a crowded an 
underserved neighborhood in NYC.

Lyons Square Playgroud, Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman

Lyons Square pictured in Fall
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

Little Claremont in the notorious 
Claremont Village is being 
refurbished as a community garden 
and playground as part of the 
Community Parks Initiative.Little Claremont Park, Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

As MLK Playground broke ground, 
Parks Commissioner Silver found 
the moment an opportunity to share 
how the Community Parks Initiative 
is bringing great parks design to long 
underserved but well loved parks.

Martin Luther King Jr Playgroud, Manhattan, designed by QRP, 
rendered Waxman
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

The jewel in the center of downtown 
Brooklyn’s new Cultural District 
with soaring skyscrapers and long 
treasured cultural institutions, this 
small park is rendered below and in 
bird’s eye to left.

Brooklyn Academy of Music Park, Brooklyn, designed by QRP, 
rendered Waxman
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Quennell Rothschild & Partners 
Landscape Architecture

A great space is created by admitting 
the beauty of its natural environment 
- here Midtown Manhattan.  Some 
of the most iconic skyscrapers in the 
world form the garden walls of this 
small plaza beside Grand Central 
Station. 

Pershing Square, Manhattan, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Zen Meditation Center
Brownsville Academy charter school 
began working with Waxman in 2015 
to design a zen meditation room.  
Working with a group of students 
over 3 weeks, we worked out the 
meaning of meditation in the cultural 
context of Brownsville, Brooklyn.  
Construction plans are below, 
construction will take place over 
2015-2016.

The design team began by asking 
questions of what it means to 
meditate, to “turn down,” to “chill,” 
to relax. Students realized that it is 
very important to create a series of 
experiences and spaces that allow 
those who enter them to consider 
memories of hard times, even 
memories of personal loss, along 
with good feelings and dreams of the 
future.  They cited the artist Popcaan’s 
“Dream” for its descritpion of the 
meditation ethic. 

They realized that there needs to 
be a contrast from dark to light, 
from inside to outside. Students 
found a series of music videos that 
exemplified the experience that 
they wanted to create, and found a 
few basic themes across the videos. 
These themes will be shown here as 
well as with further examples from 
other zen spaces in contemporary 
Japan.

1. Interior space: a dimmed interior 
space, often made of rustic and 
“poor” materials such as bamboo, 
reeds, mud bricks, concrete, and 
corrugated metal sheeting. The 
dimmed interior space usually 
includes windows that let in soft light. 
This is an active and
passive space; a place to relax, but 
also a space to watch art being done 
or to do some quiet artistic practice. 
This includes a space where one 

person can have their hair done by 
a friend, but also a space where one 
can work contemplatively on some 
practice.

2. Staircase from darkened space up 
to an open, lit, environment.  

3. An outdoor space, often with 
evening or morning light, includes 
a garden with a broad open space, 
whether a grassy space or a sea 
horizon. Both interior and exterior 
but particularly exterior spaces 
emphasize change of feeling, 
including atmospheric changes, 
lightning, rain, wind, clouds, and 
change of daylight to night. This 
outdoor space includes a kind 
of “indoor/ outdoor” space with 
examples including the West 
Indian beach house and other 
semi-permeable inside/outside 

Construction Plan

Brownsville Academy High School, Brooklyn, 2015

environments such as Dai-sen-in, a 
Japanese zen hall space.  On these 
pages are the designs of the Zen-Do 
meditation space as intended to be 
built in 2016 by Brownsville Academy.

“Every Hotskull,  
Nuh listen to 
badmind talk”
- Popcaan

Existing Room with faint outline of plans

Plan of installed parts in the room
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Zen Meditation Center
Brownsville, Brooklyn
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Matcha Party: Intimate Zen Happening
Place making with ecosocial design 
is a real time social and physical 
practice between people, manifested 
here in Matcha Party.  

Having studied and performed tea 
for the last decade, Waxman began 
Matcha Party to practice making 
places between people in a New York 
style intimate zen happening.   Within 
the aesthetic traditional structure of 
the Japanese tea hut, in which an

ephemeral social space is opened 
up, participants can play with various 
social and intellectual ideas along 
with spiritual movement.  Artists, 
designers, and thinkers bring 
their own energy into the space, 
often collectively designing a “tea 
garden” based on present collective 
consciousness. For example, Flex 
dancers can bring in the concept 
of “animation” a spiritual movement 
based practice akin to Tai Chi, 

although from the Caribbean.  
“Animation” can be used to dance 
out psychological concepts and 
imaginary encounters in the intimate 
space of the tea hut.  

Matcha Party is inspired by the 
Shimabara arts district of southern 
Kyoto, and seeks to increase arts 
education and exchange in marginal 
neighborhoods in both Kyoto and 
New York City.

Mark Morris Dance Group and other partners, New York City, 2015
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10 Neighbors Garden
Brownsville Brooklyn

Waxman was commissioned in 2015 
to design the 10 Neighbors Garden, a 
new garden for the Ladies of El-
egance Isabahlia Garden coalition.

Pictured here are a few of the 
neighbors who participate in 
the Ladies of Elegance Isabahlia 
Garden Coalition.  The Coalition 
is led by Brenda Duchene, to the 
left.  Ofelia Rivera, center, runs the 
Newport Garden, and has lived in 

0 ft

124 ft

Blake Avenue

Sa
ra

to
ga
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ve

sidewalk

Brenda Duchene Ofelia Rivera Barbara Adamson

in the neighborhood since the 
1950s.  She has many stories to tell.  
Barbara Adamson who runs Floral 
Vinyards Garden, is pictured in right.

At far right is a view of the new 
10 Neighbors Garden through 
the planned arbor that forms 
an entrance.   Construction is 
under way, pictured in the color 
photograph.

Isabahlia Ladies of Elegance Foundation, Brooklyn, 2015

Plan

View through the grove of
new apple trees.

View from Saratoga 
through arbor to raised 
beds

View from Saratoga in Fall 
2015 of raised beds
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Public Housing Transgenerational
Food Gardens Brownsville, Brooklyn

The landscape of public housing, un-
locked by deliciousness, can ecologi-
cally meet the needs of its residents.  
Working for the Melting Pot Culinary 
Center and other partners, Waxman 
brought elders and young people 
together through food and the stew-
ardship of shared garden spaces, to 
revitalize the food forest, make public 
space, and improve health.

Claus Meyer Melting Pot Foundation, Brooklyn, 2015

The only thing unchanging about 
public housing is outside percep-
tion.  To the resident, the building is 
the stage for a continuously unfold-
ing theater of life. Just as the garden 
forests surrounding housing change 
with each season, so do rhythms of 
life: food, celebration, disease, even 
violence.

49

1. Criminalized Landscape:
The existing condition.

Public Housing is a veritable forest of 
public gardens. These gardens must 
be adaptively managed so they cor-
relate with the social lives of residents 
and provide delicious food. The 
American urban food revolution is a 
social revolution, one that empowers 
the landscape held in common as 
much as the people who make their
lives within this shared landscape.

In Brownsville, over 19,000 people 
live on public land in 20 separate 
developments. Gang rivalry is a tough 
reality that separates communities 
that otherwise share so much. Words 
used frequently to describe these 
places are “wild,” “crazy,” “ignorant,”
“unhealthy,” “bad,” and “beautiful.”

The food forest has been reduced
through state maintenance into a be-
littled English garden - parterres and 
diminutive brass spiked fences divide 
up the commons - or asphalt it into
a parking lot. Ecology in the “ghetto” is 
highly criminalized.

But residents know a deeper land-
scape. These same spaces are places 
of celebration, places of life, and 
places of death. These are grounds 
for friendship and even grounds for 
conflict. These are grounds for a 
unique cuisine that celebrates life, 
a cuisine showcased in a series of 
culinary challenges.

The food forest will be restored 
according to cycles of resident use 
and social structure. The existing 
monoculture of sycamore trees will 
be restored to a heterogeneous mix 
of fruit trees, nut trees, berry bushes, 
and seed plants.

Shade friendly berry bushes grow 
beneath mature sycamores. Low nut 
and fruit trees are stewarded in clear-
ings along with seed plants.

Management processes are adapted 
according to ongoing data collected 
of life rhythms with moments of ex-
citement, celebration, and memory
in culinary competitions and other 
place based events.

Youth action in the community is 
legitimized through partnership with 
elder mentors for active place mak-
ing. The ongoing process leads to a
youth led and elder guided evaluation 
strategy of green space to adap-
tively manage community health and 
safety.

2. Restoration process initiated, now 5 years:
Local social groups start to be legitimized, forest
begins to be diversified. To prepare for culinary
competitions local youth groups begin to restore
diversity of food forest.

3. Forest restored, 5 years onward:
Social groups have been legitimized and the forest
diversified to produce full crops of fruits, nuts,
berries, and seeds according to a full yearly cycle of
celebrations.  Culinary challenges become friendly 
cross rivalry competitions. Tree care, harvest, and 
preparation each have specific cultural moments.
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Looking As you and others enter an 
elevator at ground floor, instead of 
choosing a floor number, you place 
the mortuary tablet for your loved 
one into the socket in the elevator 
releasing images, videos, and text 
of your loved one into the elevator 
chamber. As you and others grieve, 
the elevator rises to a garden that is 
suited according to your collective 
emotional response.   

Jacobs Ladder is navigated by your 
psychosocial data. A mourner can 
find herself in the same garden room 
over and over again, or she can come 
to see the memories of her loved 
ones in a new light and arrive at a 
new garden.  By sharing the ride with 
others, we experience the memories 
of our loved ones collectively in 
new ways and enter new gardens, 
unlocking new levels of grief and 
healing.  Perhaps we can move 
beyond our individual memories to 
encounter something entirely new 
beyond our desires. 

Jacob’s Ladder: Psychosocial Cemetery Skyscraper
Waxman, Lieberman, Kelso, competition entry, Death in the City Tokyo,  2016

Jacobs Ladder rises forever upwards 
as far as the limits of materiality, 
weather, and earthquake readiness 
will allow. It is constructed of a 
rebar and steel mesh onto which a 
lightweight limestone and plastic 
husk is cemented.  As the building 
climbs and mourners enter the 
gardens, they leave psychosocial 
data impressions.  Plantings are 
established on this psychosocial 
spectrum of feeling such that the 
weft of human feeling, and the warp 
of ecological growth are inextricably 
intertwined, growing into each other. 

Elevator with 
memories of a loved 
one projected by the 
mortuary tablet

Gardens of mourning 
reflect a spectrum of 
psychosocial potential 
in which to encounter 
the spirit of your love

Jacobs Ladder extends 
ever upwards with 
steel and rebar mesh 
cemented with plastic 
and limestone walls

Between Tokyo’s 
Shinjuku Kabukicho 
entertainment 
district and 
skyscraper business 
district, Jacobs 
Ladder replaces an 
existing multi-story 
sex doll shop.
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Gentrification is an infrastructural 
phenomenon by which 
neighborhoods are transformed 
from diverse urban spaces with 
their own agency into consumable 
environments and aesthetic 
backdrops that function as properties 
and experiences for sale.  This is 
the economic displacement of the 
information tech revolution.  

Just as large scale highways 
wrecked havoc in inner cities across 
the world, displacing wealth into 
the suburbs and cutting off  large 
areas, and railroads decades before 
rerouted whole economic regions 
into functional industrial productive 
zones,

Reality Box: Decolonial Infrastructure
Waxman, Lieberman, Bartlett competition entry, Plural Cities Design Challenge,  2016

 the information super highway and 
it’s manifold panopticon of personal 
photos in an ever decreasing 
diversity of tourist sites is replacing 
cultural practice with a cultural 
show, replacing neighborhoods 
with “experiences” in the “sharing 
economy.”
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Looking at landscapes in the area 
of Camp Edwards Air Force base 
in Cape Cod at various scales and 
times we can see how  plants are 
indices of change and maintenance.  
This research overlaps with the 
framework of ecosocial design, but 
with an important key diff erence - of 
authoritarian critique.  

The military is authoritarian; it is an 
“ecology” as euphamism.  The military 
deploys linear power systems to 
reach aff ects in human and natural 
landscapes.  This context of outside 
linear systems design allowed 
Waxman to theoretically push back 
and develop the nonlinear, interior 
process of ecosocial design.

Ecologies of Scale, Operationalized Landscapes
Pierre Belanger studio, Harvard GSD. 2012

In lush section perspective, it is 
possible to see relationships between 
the experience of the landscape, 
and the layers beneath, activating 
a phenomenology of the hidden.  
Here a bog has been constructed to 
manage piped in toxins beneath in an 
anaerobic environment.
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Each season is a new programmatic 
opportunity in the operationalized 
landscape.   Fall is fire management, 
Winter is coppicing, Spring is 
bog toxin testing, and Summer 
is preparation of the shoreline for 
hurricanes.   

At right are potential arrangements 
for the “plant battalions” that would 
be placed in strategic landscape 
positions.  At far right, a strategic 
map depicts the deployment of 
operationalized ecological regimes.   
The project is an ironic critique of 
the  institutional landscape and its 
appropriation of ecology. 
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Directly to the south of marginalized 
suburb Brownsville Brooklyn, the vast 
littoral zone of Jamaica Bay poses 
the question - how can eoclogical 
processes be deployed for an 
urbanism to grow out of a currently 
suburban, marginal location? 

Tidal flows and their resident salt hays 
are knit into a slow, post-extractive 
urbanism of salt hay industry.  

As depicted in the following iterations 
and diagrams, salt hay harvest 
becomes salt hay cement making 
which becomes raised communal 
structures of housing and commerce 
with ground level industrial storage.   

This salt marsh urban system 
necessitates and facilitates the 
growth of the biologically rich salt 
marsh ecosystem. 

The tidal marsh ecosystem as a 
potential method of rehabilitating 
suburban edge conditions is 
applicable throughout the Northeast.  
Some areas are more conducive 
than others.  By mapping densities 
of ecological factors in multivariable 
analysis, it is possible to pinpoint 
areas of particular focus.  The maps 
below and at right, identify related 
factors and  potential development 
that might occur.

Urbanism In The Suburban Littoral
Chris Reed and David Ma studio, Harvard GSD 
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Models depict the development of 
the saltmarsh urbanism over time as 
the tidal estuary meets the needs of 
construction and the marginalized 
suburban edge condition likewise 
meets the needs and growth of 
the tidal estuary in the use and 
production of salt hay, cement, and 
housing. A few examples have been 
pinpointed for detailed drawings 
to illustrate the typology of the 
architectural landscape.
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existing sound

proposed sound 

Noise is a rich and varied resource at 
the Cambridge St. overpass.  Drilling 
two translucent sound and light wells 
through the overpass reveals the 
unique nature and sound of the site. 

Careful study of all the sound cre-
ators on the site informs a dynamic 
grid in which numerous sonic pro-
grams play out over the course of the 
day.  “Yellower” sound is created by 
volunteered use of staitonary spatial 
features: wind in trees, birdsong 
in sumac  These noise flows can 
only be manipulated on a scale of 
years. “Redder” sound is created 
by programmable features: music, 
hawking, engine whirs.  These sounds 
can be manipulated in real time by 
institutional directive. “Orange,” noise 
is both voluntary and programmable: 
the sounds of people, human voices 
and footsteps.

This research lays the groundwork for 
understanding the subsequent devel-
opment of “Urban Rhythms” studios, 
in which urban spaces are created 
through active intelligent internal eco-
logical process, and in which music 
and  programming can change urban 
spaces in real time. 

Finally, this work is a precedent for 
using watercolor as a representational 
strategy for parametric ecologi-
cal systems.  Here it is captured in 
axonometric landscape drawings and 
in section, however, in plein air, water 
color may capture the performance 
aspect of landscape architecture 
drawing in real time.  In a series of im-
ages, it could be used as analogous 
process, dependent on qualities of 
humidity, paper, pigment, and water, 
to actually model real time processes 
and vibration through space.

proposed sound 

existing sound

Rhythm Based Design at the Human Scale
Science Center Plaza and overpass
Gary Hildebrand, Andy Hansen studio, Harvard GSD
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Viewed from below the 
underpass, it is possible to see 
the people and sunset above and 
beyond.  The underpass is often 
perceived to be an ordinary part 
of infrastructural necessity. 

This underpass is nowhere near 
ordinary in its sublime poten-
tial.  This drawing is intended to 
illustrate just how incredible this 
“ordinary” environment really is, if 
it is revealed to be so..   
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Above the underpass the vibrant 
colors of Fall in New England 
animate the glossy portal to the 
underpass with the cycle of the 
seasons, a slower but equally 

dramatic partner to the fluctuat-
ing harmonies of birdsongs, food 
trucks, music, and traff ic noise 
that is carefully programmed in 
the space. 
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Plan drawing uses ink wash to 
describe the feel of shadows 
flowing over the site.  Like sound, 
shadows move throughout the

day and represent the presence 
of materials in reaction to 
environmental stimuli of light, air, 
moisture.
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The parametric medium of 
watercolor is used to describe the 
movement of noise throughout the 
site in this section of the underpass.   
The spectrum of light yellow to 
orange to red corresponds with the 
time graph key at right: the more 
red, the more programmable in 
real-time; the more yellow, the 
more programmable in time-
lapse.  

For example, the trucks and farmer’s 
market are red and completely 
within the power of the institution to 
program in real time.  The institution 
can move around the farmer’s market 
and food trucks at will to experiment 
with “red” noise.  

On the contrary, birdsongs and wind 
in the leaves require years to program 
because of the growing patterns of 
trees and the migratory pattern of 
birds.  They are yellow.  Like the trees 
and birds, the city’s traff ic and street 
pattern are programmable only on 
the vast time lapse scale as they 
correspond with neighborhood and 
large scale political systems.   

Pedestrians are “orange” because 
they can be aff ected in real time - a 
dance group, a speech, or an image, 
can compell them to move about 
the space - however, their choices 
of movement have to do with a 
collection of complex ecological 
factors tied to their niche in the 
neighborhood ecosystem.  
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Franklin Park, in Boston’s long time 
ghettoized Dorchester neighbor-
hood, is considered the finest 
sculptural work of Frederick Law 
Olmsted.  Envisioned as a healing 
destination for urban factory workers 
to experience the sublime, intricate 
topographic re-working forwards this 
discourse of viewing and liberation, 
as relevant today as it was over 120 
years ago. 

Redesign of Franklin Park is a 
topographic exploration: a new 
trolley through clustered trees and 
houses shows the way to a stone 

Franklin Park: Topographies of Mental Health

stair, gateway to a broad Playstead 
vista between grass, stone, and sky.  
From the Playstead, descent into the 
arena is dramatic entrance to the 
Zoo.  In these theatrical spaces, the 
watched become watchers - reflexive 
liberation.

As research, this speculative project 
allows exploration of how the ma-
nipulation of topography can aff ect 
the psychosocial qualities of space.  
This is just as relevant today to af-
fect mental health, as it was when 
Olmsted first drew up his plans for his 
mentally freeing Country Park

Anita Berizbeitia studio, Harvard GSD
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A series of topographic changes are created in the Playstead that eff ect the 
experience of freedom, play, and viewing in the space.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G
H
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A dramatic new staircase at the Park entrance emphasizes one of the largest 
site lines, at the break into the playstead.

Descending from the ethereal heights of the vast playstead one enters the 
arena, a sunken space for games, and potentially, as imagination draws from the 
zoo beyond, human animal combat. 
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By mapping out a spectrum of 
users in the area just North of Park 
De La Villette, Paris, it is possible 
to assess traces of past land uses, 
and anticipate aff ects of new 
developments, including a new 
University and shopping mall. 

Constituencies include a range from  
blue purple “private” users such as 
informal and homeless residents 
who want privacy and escape, to red 
“public” users such as small children 
and mothers, who benefit from being 
in areas of high community sight.

Topographic interventions were 
envisioned that allowed both groups 
to benefit, finding solace and privacy 
in certain spaces such as under 
the highway or within a thicket, and 
public openness in other spaces such 
as in large open grassy theaters and 
market plazas.

Consituency Based Topographic Intervention: Park De La Villette

Composite Spread of Constituencies

Pre-Intervention map Post-Intervention map
Phillippe Coignet Studio, GSD

63
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4.a. Ecosocial Research Plan

Concise Research Plan

Four elements of research must go on concurrently:

1. Critique colonial practice by seeing, reading, and creating landscapes from inside, as 
intelligent neighborhood urban systems

2. Operate with folly (vulnerability) and hierarchies of folly within our socio-ecological
systems as a landscape architectural design methodology

3. Understand socio-ecological frameworks that create landscape infrastructure and 
derive their power from their ability to assimilate or manage dissenting edge conditions

4. Deploy “wildness” and its management (as a kind of embodied landscape social
pharmacology) to address health issues locally, as a way to coalesce power into marginal 
spaces, creating public space and sanctuary, turning the ‘toxic’ into the ‘sacred.’

These four components create an a humanities of thinking through landscapes, their
discourse of form, understanding, and process. 

         

Research Plan Narrative

1. Critique Colonial Practice

In the Sinking Gardens Project of XiXi National Wetland Park in Hangzhou, abandoned boats once used for daily
life in the desakota city-scape - of fish ponds, home sites, and foot paths - are positioned in an occupiable garden
topography.  What was once an urban mechanism and living social topography is rendered into a landscape
sculpture. Each boat is dedicated to a displaced family/village removed from XiXi National Wetland Park as it
transitioned from landscape urban desakota to preserved “ecological resource.” As we play with social process
and reveal public space in the midst of authoritarian transformation, our work becomes monument
to replaced, “naturalized” neighborhoods that are silenced into the landscape of the “park.”

Although positioned in China, the Sinking Gardens tells the story of North American colonialism: the
indigenous desakota urban-scape has been “naturalized” over two centuries or more into a divided
patchwork of “landscapes” either seen as resources to be exploited or preserved. Inhabitants, indigenous or 
otherwise are celebrated as either productive members of industrial society or considered essentially wasted pest
species. 

How can landscape architecture operate without being the machine of colonial “naturalization”- albeit a beauty
making, celebratory machine? Our practice is the work of the most powerful elements of human nature - the
joy human beings find in the presence of each other.  What an irony that it is so often deployed at the dialectical
behest of a colonial power structure of consumption, mindless work, and waste creation.

I propose that landscape architecture can vanish it’s garden walls (and colonial legacy) by operating
from INSIDE the garden - by conceptualizing that we, the people of the neighborhood, are each other’s
environment, and that we co-create this environment in real time.

2. Operate With Folly

Desire lines and points of folly are places of vulnerability and marginalized urban conditions. As the
currency of vulnerability is healthcare, ecosocial design operates as landscape architecture for public
health.

These points of vulnerability, where ecosocial design essentially operates, are urban anthropocene
ecotones often characterized vis a vis their relationship to the mainstream as “primitive,” “savage,”
“negative,” “hot and cold,” “empty,” “toxic” or other “borderline” psychological conditions.   This borderline
condition is imposed by way of the centering and peripherializing nature of colonial infrastructures built for
production and consumption of energy - physically embodied in roads, rivers, dams, plants, animals, and diseases
of “wealth creation” as well as socio technical infrastructures of economic value and aesthetics of beauty in
perspective. 
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There structures of power expand and maintain their epistemes and their respective socio-ecological landscape
“fields.”  In North America the ethic of “freedom” is one of the most powerful epistemological drivers of 
infrastructural growth.  An example of this in practice is the automobile which, by guaranteeing individual 
autonomy, manifests the state in the form of asphalt roads and massive highways; some of our empirically largest
physical built infrastructures on the planet.  The eff ects of this kind of “freedom” based infrastructure is far reaching,
from dividing up biodiversity into islands, to allowing large scale upland timber operations, to, perhaps most
notably, global warming from fossil fuels (as well as increased Tar Sands mining and pipeline construction).  The
highway is, after all, constructed from a large part tar, and allows vehicles to travel at high speeds by way of fossil
fuel consumption.

Landscape architects and theorists such as Pierre Belanger, Charles Waldheim, and Neil Brenner have suggested
methods of mapping and even designing massive infrastructural change - change that hypothetically operates 
part and parcel with these large colonial infrastructures as a way to undermine them and perhaps head off 
global climate change in the process.  However, I suggest it is also essential to understand the cultural and 
epistemological drivers that create and maintain these infrastructures. In this way we can resist and transform
them.

3. Understand Socio-Ecological Frameworks

Diff erent epistemes create diff erent physical infrastructures. Salmon and rivers suitable for migration and spawning
of anadromous fish is an infrastructure with a very diff erent materiality and practice than North American highways
and automobiles, although perhaps salmon are to rivers as automobiles are to highways.

Restoration in the Columbia Basin led by the Columbia Intertribal Fish Commission takes a biotechnical approach 
where technological systems of colonial control are usurped by way of health and traditional cuisine oriented
practice.  The result is a kind of decolonial infestation that spreads with salmon, it’s intelligent meaning, and
it’s deliciousness.

In my “fishmobile” project (2010) I suggest “technical know-how” can “solve” the “problem” of salmon migration 
by putting salmon in automobiles. They would “drive” by way of real time data interfaces with water scenting 
technology geocoded along highways.  This project takes on a spooky relevance when considered in terms of the
eff ect of self driving vehicles on human, pedestrian oriented cities.  The automated car, which will perhaps be a
massive driver of suburban “slumification” in the next ten years, accelerating trends of extreme gentrification and
exurb development one hundred fold, will have the same ludicrously isolating and segregating eff ect on cities as
the “fishmobile” would have on salmon.  It is perhaps unfortunate that humans allow “wild” salmon to live “urban” 
and “pedestrian” lives while humans are stuck waiting in lines, riding in buses, and living lives of work, consumption,
and waste.

This is the crux of the ecosocial revolution, that these edge conditions contain the key subjects of decolonial 
infrastructure, the key players in creation of ecosocial design.  

Salmon are labeled “wild,” “primitive,” and perhaps even “toxic” (if they swim close to the Hanford nuclear site or
other toxic waste site for example.)  They are considered to live lives of “insecurity” on the “edge,” the “ecotone” of
human society, and they aspire to “freedom,” implying they are living in some kind of colonial cage.  These traits
could be derogatorily labelled to people as well, particularly in situations of marginalization, although they may
have little to do with the actual society of the group, or the actual life way of salmon or some other “wild” species. 
Are salmon not methodical and determined, despite being labelled “wild?”     

4. Deploy “Wildness” and its Management

Ecosocial design is landscape architecture that operates in this “wild” space; it’s actors are the human
and nonhuman beings in this space. The cultural traditions woven between them are the mediums of ecosocial
landscape architecture.  My practice does not ignore colonial hierarchy and infrastructure; it does not advocate the
creation of off  the grid “eco-village” communities based on visions of autonomy and harmony with an imaginary
projected romanticized nature (to live in such a community is at best a happy delusion and at worst an operation
of privileged escape.) Nor does my practicesuggest that “we” (the royal we??) “elevate” ourselves into the seats
of technical control in parliament or the White House, or the board of trustees in an oil company.  Corporate and
institutional inertia has shown that corporate strength is tested by its ability to incorporate dissidents into the role
of power holders, to assimilate the other into the role of assimilator. In addition, believing one must be in a seat
of power cements socio-technical hierarchy into one’s human and presently inextricably biophysical lifestyle. 
Assimilating values of the center, we commute, to “get there.”

Landscape architecture as ecosocial design is a decolonial design that operates with “traditional knowledge”
and “wildness” IN its marginalized position IN its position of “high risk” and “high vulnerability.”  The state 
maintains its power in terms of its ability to meet the needs of its most marginalized inhabitants. By owning these 
risks ourselves, and off ering a local ecosocial practice with data feedback, ecosocial practice maintains its
own epistemological raison d’être while also acquiring power from the state.
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Kyoto Urban Design Studio, Kyoto, University of Oregon, 2015

 In 2015, the studio focused on the 
redesign of the Kyoto Central Market, 
pictured at right on this page, and the 
old entertainment district nextdoor, 
Shimabara.  Sixteen students tackled 
the question of developing an urban 
area that combined entertainment, 
tourism, and a functioning wholesale 
food market, all in an economically 
depressed area of the city, at the 
heart of the metropolitan area. 
Faculty was Waxman, Lovinger, and 
Yoshimura. 

Students combined their formal 
study of gardens with participant 
engagement on the ground, 
deploying ecosocial theory in 
mapping and understanding 
neighborhood issues with residents.

Formal urban design techniques were 
used to design a new greenspace 
as well as redesign the functioning 
wholesale market as a living and 
working central gut for the city.  
On this page, the work of David 
Lieberman, Tim Chao, and Gilberto 
Villalobos is featured.  It deciphered 
the concept of flow to understand 
how urban dynamics function over 
time, forming neighborhoods. 

David, Tim, and Gilberto with boards Noah, Zak, Nathan, and Beau with boards

Ben, Ally, and Anastasia with boards Christine, Max, Kalee with boards Alison, Ramona, Halley with boards

Kyoto map of inside and outside.  Black is Myoshinji 
monastery and the central market below Market below.

Map of the Central Market as designated by Kyoto city 
for redesign.  The large beige areas were reimagined as 
core greenspaces in the studio. 

David, Tim, and Gilberto section of park space 
looking West towards the existing Kyoto 
Research Park.

Lovinger, Yoshimura, Waxman studio, University of Oregon, City of Kyoto Planning

Final Review

David, Tim, and Gilberto’s aerial view

David, Tim, and Gilberto

David, Tim, and Gilberto demonstrated 
an understanding of how flow and use 
creates neighborhood form through their 
discussion of flow in the diagrams and 
maps above.
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Ben, Ally, and Anastasia’s group 
focused on time zoning and design 
by way of using color and time 
at left to create a multifunctional 
community space.  Above, Zak, 
Beau, Nathan, and Noah designed a 
traditional greenspace as center of 
transportation reform. 

Below and at right, Alison, Ramona, 
and Halley designed a culinary 
focused landscape urban terrain. 
complete with an actual meal. 

Ben, Ally, and Anastasia’s community center landscape lushly 
planted with blooms unfolding over time. 

Section Ben, Ally, and Anastasia’s landscape

Time zoing for diff erent constituencies below.  At 
right, these are spatially configured. 

The whole team joined in with Ramona as she 
prepared an edible landscape in the temple.. 

View of the central green field in Zak, Noah, Beau, and 
Nathan’s design.

view of the park at night in their design.

The full spread was prepared for a group of over 20. Nearly all ingrediants came fresh from the central market.

At the core of Alison, Ramona, and Halley’s design was functional 
industrial/shop spaces where landscape processes were visible and 
tastable.  Here, a soy shop is shown in section perspective.

Ramona presenting to Kyoto city off icials.

Inspirational window at the backside of a famous Kyoto 
restaurant that allows viewing of the process.

Halley in the market with a fresh tuna head. In Alison, Ramona, and Halley’s design, the roof of the market becomes an agricultural 
topography of taste and smell, accessible in restaurants, gardens, and a culinary academy.

The park space is accessible to the whole community.
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Urban Rhythms II Flex Dance Real Time Ecosocial Design, 2015

Ecosocial design is defined by the 
concept that we are each other’s 
environment.   Each individual 
embodies the aggregate of their 
landscape, as described in the 
drawing below:

The ecosocial environment concept 
is particularly relevant in areas of high 
informality where individual human 
decisions at any given time may 
have sometimes deadly implications.   
As shown in the Urban Rhythms 
I studio that follows on the next 
pages, a fluctuating psychosocial 
landscape changes time and space 
in high risk areas.  In Urban Rhythms 
II Flex Dance, students explored the 
potential of music and dance to “turn 
up” or “turn down” these fluctuating 
psychosocial landscapes.  The image 
of a huge dancer, above, embodies 
the concept of intentional music and 
dance as the potential to change 
environmental outcomes.   

As individuals create shared 
landscapes together, a layered 
social topography begins to appear, 
described in the next drawing. 

Flex dance, a spiritual Jamaican form 
that has taken root in East Brooklyn 
was deployed to channel the 
psychosocial qualities of these shared 
spaces in freestyle dance.  Students 
then reacted to and engaged with 
each other, embodying landscapes 
in real time, and in live performance, 
aff ecting their landscape.

In this studio, meeting three days 
a week, three hours a day, for ten 
weeks, music was considered in 
terms of a set of psychological 
indicators, and given ratings in terms 
of its energy level.  The cityscape 
was also evaluated in terms of 
the potential dance-ability of the 
spaces: its pedestrian popularity, its 
resources, its physical characteristics, 
and its safety.  Pedestrian population 
was considered the number one 
indicator of dance-ability.  The 
maps below evaluate a gradiant 
of pedestrian popularity assigned 
with music which represents the 
psychological qualities of the spaces, 
creating a set of psychosocial maps.

Flex dancer representing the ecosocial  in Brownsville.

This psychosocial map of Brownsville took 
the shape of a gun, discharging youth as both 
implement and recptor of violence. 

Brooklyn was mapped as a human body with 
Brownsville as the heart.  Dance became a way 
of embodying mapped ideas and territorial 
characteristics. 

Carl Belizaire expert flex dancer was partnered in 
teaching the course.  Here he is depicted in the 
Mark Morris Dance Group studio with students. 

Alan Waxman, Carl Belizaire studio, Mark Morris Dance Group, Brownsville Community Justice Center

Marc describes his time zoning diagram for real time space design. Destiny drawing and mapping

The design of a soul food restaurant Destiny dubbed “shapes” described 
how space can be programmed to “turn up” or “turn down” based on song 
choice. 

Delroy dancing a scene Alan dancing in a street performance in Downtown Brooklyn by BAM.

Keanu moonwalks in a “battle” in flex dance. Carl dances out a particular quality of a landscape scene depicted behind him.
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Marcus Garvey Village Urban Rhythms I, 2015

The Marcus Garvey Village (MGV) 
Urban Rhythms I studio worked with 
a high risk group, 15 young people, 
of the Marcus Garvey Village to 
identify how time and space forms 
and develops the psychosocially 
charged environment of their gang 
turf area and surrounding context.  
MGV was famously designed by 
Kenneth Frampton to create unique 
shared cultural spaces, explored 
for ecosocial relevance and public 
health, in this studio. The studio met 
at least two days a week, three hours 
a day, for ten weeks. The goal of the 
studio was to use mapping and time 
zoning to understand daily life in 
order to find particular moments of 
spatial and temporal intervention to 
prevent violence. 

Students used various drawing 
techniques to identify the patterns 
of their life and the symbolic and 
physical form of these patterns. The 
“crest” below is an example of how 

one student identified themselves 
in the housing development. A 
pattern of “turning up” and “turning 
down” or rising or lowering of 
overall energy and excitement was 
quickly identified.  Higher energy 
and excitement frequently could 
spill into violence.  This contradicted 
commonly held urban planning 
discourse on increasing pedestrian 
activity for safety, at least in this 
charged gang oriented spatial 
environment.   

Students identified the issue of not 
being “caught lacking” and risk being 
attacked by a rival gang as one of 
the most central issues in their lives.  
We began to map a spectrum of the 
potential to being “caught lacking.”  
These maps, an example of which 
is featured at right on the opposite 
page, became aggregated to form a 
detailed rendering of collective public 
safety at various times of day and 

A safe zone was identified where 
students advocated for the building 
of a recreational center so they could 
“turn up” at lower risk.  The group then 
collaboratively mapped and designed 
the recreation and community 
center.  The work piqued the interest 
of Columbia U urban designers and 
working collaboratively,  the work was 
presented by students to Kenneth 
Frampton in Columbia. 
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Alan Waxman, Ionna Jimenez studio, Brownsville Community Justice Center, Columbia University collaboration

MGV student’s “crest” Mialyah maps out potential change

Students map their neighborhood.

Dimitri and Tyrone discuss a potential script idea.

Fluctuating weeks of intensity over the year

Adaptation to
turn down and 
increase escape

Adaptation to
to turn up or down

Adaptation to
to turn up

Turf area map.

Takiem and Tyrone look at the original drawings for their development, the Marcus Garvey Village.“Dont get caught lacking” map for one student for daytiime. 

Kim mapping risk in her area. 

Mialyah presents research to Kenneth Frampton in Columbia University

Site of development for recreation/community center.

Design of recreation/ community center based on drawing at 
bottom left. 

Perspective rendering of recreation/ community center as specified by students.

photo by Quardean Lewis-Allen
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Advertising Design for Violence Prevention Studio, 2015

Funded by the Police Foundation, this 
studio was charged with the task of 
redesigning police - neighborhood 
relations in Brownsville Brooklyn, 
particularly around the question of 
“snitching,” appealing to authority 
about crime.  A group of formerly 
criminally involved young people 
formed the student base, and used 
mapping, advertising, and storytelling 
techniques to understand power 
dynamics in Brownsville, Brooklyn, the 
area of highest homicide in New York 
City. 

Students mapped out a spectrum by 
which people are willing to appeal to 
power, and began to map areas of 
criminal activity. They settled on the 
#NeverRan campaign which used 
the Brownsville tagline “NeverRan” 
to rebrand sharing areas aff ected by 
crime, not to incriminate, but rather to 
aggregate collective responsibility in 
public spaces. 

Alan Waxman, Quardean Lewis-Allen studio, Police Foundation, Brownsville Community Justice Center, BBDO 
Advertising, Wolf Olins Creative Consulting

Students considering similarities between “gangsters” and “police” in the neighborhood

Map of crime areas in Brownsville

Diagram of where and when it is appropriate to appeal to authority in Brownsville 
for a variety of crimes in Brownsville. 

One student’s story of how his best friend was murdered in front of his home. 
Plan for a dynamic web interface that merges posts from isntagram, twitter, and facebook related to spatial 
issues in Brownsville to create a culture of accountability. 

Students and Waxman in Wolff  Olins working out their storytelling strategy for photographs they took of high risk areas where they know there has been violence. 

photo by Quardean Lewis-Allen
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Calvario Cultivo Social, Caracas, 2015

Prepared for the Development 
Bank of Latin America, the CAF, 
architecture and urban design 
competition, Calvario Cultivo Social 
considers public space in terms of 
its value to legitimize small clusters 
of informal housing in the El Calvario 
neighborhood in Caracas. 

Public spaces are considered in terms 
of their potential value in aff ecting 
public health in terms of bringing in 
revenue, organizing social capital, 
and actually addressing mold issues 
in this human neighborhood. 

The informal settlement, which is 
located in the heart of a middle 
class and upper middle class area of 
Caracas, has the potential to serve as 
an example for retrofit of clustered 
housing in South America.  

The Micucci studio with Urban 
Elements’ Mabe Garcia mapped the 
neighborhood in the summer of 
2015.  Waxman became involved in 
planning design drawings, as well as 
planning the ecosocial process by 
which to address the health issues of 
the neighborhood through the actual 
build out of the urban design.  

Public spaces focusing on potential 
gardens, creeks, and transportation 
networks are shown in the drawing 
below. At bottom right is the 
“condominio,” the local cluster of 
houses that represent the physical 
social hierarchy for management of 
space.  At top right is the ecosocial 
strategy for implementation and 
adaptive management of the project 
from the inside. 

Franco Micucci, Mabe Garcia, Alan Waxman CAF competition entry, with others

photo by Mabe Garcia
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Malden Studio, Harvard Project Link, 2014

Project Link is an initiative of the 
Harvard GSD to teach the full range 
of integrative design - graphic, 
architecture, landscape architecture, 
urban planning, urban design - to 
qualified high school students from 
marginal neighborhoods in the 
Boston area.  The studio runs for four 
weeks, six hours per day, five days per 
week. In 2014, Waxman led the studio 
on urban health in Malden, MA.  

Malden is beginning to experience 
the eff ects of suburban ghettoization 
while also experiencing some 
gentrification around transit oriented 
densification.  At the interstice of the 
new transit oriented high density area 
and the low income housing area, 
students attempted to address a 
series of urban design issues.  

Students, however, came into the 
program with no design experience. 
they began with sketching, model 
making, and intensive drafting. 

At top right of the opposite page is a 
photograph of “archi-hopscotch” an 
exercise in which individuals are lead 
through an obstacle course created 
on site. The three projects in the 
middle of this page area “enclosed 
paths” an environmental design 
exercise in which students began 
to experiment with creating a clear 
environmental experience based 
on their own experience of being 
blindfolded and led by teammates. 
Music was used as an inspiration 
for the climaxes and silences of an 
environmental process.   

Urban planning techniques were 
deployed in mapping the site in 
Malden, the mayor and residents 
were consulted with in community 
meetings, and finally, urban planning 
designs for the plaza were articulated 
and presented.  One design can be 
seen at bottom right opposite. 

Alan Waxman, Lily Wubeshet, Kayla Lim studio, Harvard GSD

Students of Project Link 2014

Enclosed paths

students leading each other for environmental
experience.

presenting drawings, collage, and model of the enclosed path

Modelling with household materials.

Bauhaus exercise to understand formal tensions in space. GSD STUDENTS

PROJECT
LINK 
STUDENTS

MALDEN 
RESIDENTS

Flyer for Malden follow up in Fall 2014.

Urban design model for the intersection in Malden

Community meeting in the site.

Team presenting their plaza plan in processMapping research from all teams about the Malden site

Work area in the Harvard GSD studio “Archi-hopscotch” in front of the Harvard GSD
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Inman Square Studio, Harvard Project Link, 2013

In 2013 the Project Link studio 
focused on introducing students to 
the full range of integrative design, 
with a site focus on or close by to the 
Harvard campus. 

Students began with sketching, 
moved to model making with 
household materials, creating 
an enclosed path, landscape 
architecture, architecture, and plaza 
design.  With visits to the Boston 
Redevelopment agency, pictured 
far right opposite page, students 
became familiar with Boston’s large 
scale planning and urban design 
methodologies. 

In the Harvard Pusey Map Collection, 
depicted at center right of this page, 
Waxman gave a tour of historical 
mapping and landscape design 
methodologies deployed in the 
creation of identity in urban spaces. 

Students took particular care to 
understand a variety of factors 
aff ecting the urban space in 
Cambridge, Inman Square, that 
became the speculative site of 
potential urban design. 

Dasha Ortenberg, Alan Waxman, Fred Thwainy, Jason Nam studio, Harvard GSD

Crayons become canopy

Flyer for the program depicts an space inspired by music, manifested in clothes pins.

Waxman giving a tour of the Harvard Pusey Map Collection

Using paper and a red string, Suada Noor created a series of spaces 

Discussing site research and mapping.

Students sit in the Harvard yard sketching theiir experiences and observations. Visit to the Boston Redevelopment Agency

Sharing exquisite corpses in the Harvard GSD backyard

Christian presents his enclosed path Time zoning methodologies used in considering use on site.

Workshop view in the “trays” of the Harvard GSD.

Plaza designs, Inman Square
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4. c. PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

Neighborhood Doctor  -  104

Brownsville, Brooklyn Health Impact Assessment  -  108

Visualizing the Colombian Urban Littoral  -  110

Health Equity and Leadadership Conference Harvard  -  112

Ichihh shshhkikkiinin AAnanatottotomymymyy ooof ffff DeDDeDesissignggg  Harvard  -  114

EXUMA Research in Ecological Community Design Harvard  -  116

Table Map EXUMA lab Harvard  -  118

Real Time Health Mapping (RTHM) Research and Lectures Harvard  -  122222
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Soho

Lower East Sides

Bedford Stuyvesant

Brownsville

Williamsburg

2010 
contours of 

socio-economic topography

Socioeconomic topography in Brooklyn
showing areas of greatest need in blue.
Lifted focus area is the Brownsville area,
the area of greatest need in NYC.

2010 
not working x

female household head x
0.5x less than highschool ed

0.5x income x
0.5x poverty x

reticence gradient

1940 - 2010 
less socioeconomic change between 

1940-50, 50-60, 60-70, 70-80, 80-90, 90-
00, 00-10 census’ combined

less change-

more change-

more marginalized-

more central-

6,7 6,7

2

Ocean Hill 
Brownsville

Area sometimes 
historically 

referred to as 
“Brownsville”

(The work is available in full 
publically on issuu: http://issuu.com/
alanwaxman/docs/neighborhood_
doctor)

Below is a rendering of the 2010 
census datascape comparing health 
equity - a topography of power and 
marginality. 

Where medical professionals are 
interested in our illness, diabetes, 
heart disease, wounds; we are 
interested in our health.   

Neighborhood Doctor published, 
Harvard 2014 Loeb Library

Adaptive Management ecosocial 
design process for prevention of 
violence and chronic disease.

Neighborhood Doctor proposes 
integrating health data with real 
time design education process to 
create an evidence based ecological 
adaptive management approach 
to violence and chronic disease 
prevention.   This methodology 
became the basis of the curriculum 
for nonprofit practice in the 
neighborhood.

The neighborhood doctor operates 
on the great, changing, ecological 
urban body holistically, at times 
advocating flexible social projects, 
at times implementing collaborative 
surgical design interventions, see 
diagram at right.

The neighborhood doctor works with 
cycles of engagement over space 
and time.   A cycle of community 
engagement is broken down into the 
following parts: outlooking, design, 
planning, action, celebration, and 
resourcing.  

Alan Waxman MLA thesis, Harvard GSD

$$

University education
Hospital or clinic practice

Paid by health insurance
Medicare, Medicaid

Paid by health insurance
Medicare, Medicaid as % 
of total neighborhood 
savings through 
prevention programs

Street education
Street practice

Success marked by 
keeping patients healthy

Success marked by 
number of treated sick 
patients

Operates on human bodies Operates on landscapes
(neighborhood bodies)

TRANSFORMING THE NARRATIVE
FROM WITHIN

RESOURCING

OUTLOOKING

STUDIO WORKSHOPPLANNING

COLLECTIVE ACTION

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

drawing
photography
collage
creative writing
interview
safety mappings
agency maps
ecological studies

design of collective project
modelling
critique

community organizing
event planning
stakeholder discussion
specific feasible timelines
achievable projects 

sharing food, 
voice, diaogue, poetry
active listening
storytelling
performance
imrpovisation

data compilation
data analysis
thinking about future challenges
assessing results

installation
planting/ care
building construction
community garden
food preparation
performance 
improvisation
farmer’s market
walks
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Summer 2015: 
Development

Brownsville des
construction team

Br
co
to
bu
co
th
sc

The doctor and the client are 
always in a dance together in 
this way, engaged in a rhythm of 
transformation.  This  rhythm unfolds 
at a particular frequency that may 
correlate and harmonize with various 
other urban rhythms.  

A holistic and poetic idea, until it is 
assessed with hard data.   Emerging 
methods of high resolution data 
recording, in hospital health records 
and other sources of “big data,” 
will reveal increasing correlations 
between the designs of the 
neighborhood doctor and the 
rhythms of the human and physical 
landscapes they stand to influence.  
The agencies collecting this data will 
be at liberty to fund projects.

The clients for the neighborhood 
doctor are the people of the 
neighborhood.  Confidentiality and 
trust are paramount.

Working together, they imagine and 
enact incremental change across 
scales of time and space in the 
neighborhood.

As the neighborhood doctor draws 
up potential futures and potential 
pasts, she or he imagines interactions 
on the stage of neighborhood 
spaces.  

Seeing these drawings, the actors 
change their actions, sometimes 
embracing an idea, sometimes 
inspired to do something entirely 
diff erent.  These physical actions, 
in turn, change the next iteration of 
visualizations by the neighborhood 
doctor. 

Together, working at the scale of the 
city as well as the scale of the street, 
we can make “material change to 
the economic, social, and physical 
environment.”  

This is landscape architecture 
for public health.  This is the 
neighborhood doctor.

Individual
entrepreneurs who operate
in the building space spill
their shop onto the street.

Individuals of all ages
attend the festival market.

Fire Department New York
creates a stand at the
festival, improving their
image in the community.
They also help to 
fund children’s programs
at the festival.

Individuals
selling things such as
these balloons can themselves
become a kind of temporary
installation.

Individual

Fall 2015: 
Celebration

A festival all along Pitkin 
Avenue celebrates the new space 
produced through collaborative 
planning, design, and construction.  
The courtyard is a moment of cool 
and peace on a warm and vibrant 
fall afternoon.

The process of change in each site works 
synergistically with the next to create a 
network of dynamic nodes.  In each, the 
neighborhood doctor is working with 
various groups to choreograph agencies 
of change.  Perspective visualizations, 
21st century landscape paintings, act to 
motivate change by visualizing groups 
working together. 

No single activist and no single project 
can change the socioeconomic and 
psychosocial topography of the city.  
However, working with large and small 
cycles of change synergistically in many 
places over a broad time frame may 
begin to shift the overall urban ecology 
of power and knowledge from the inside.

Summer 2015:
Build out

Fall 2014: 

Activation

With the support of the 
elementary school, the fire 
station, and local businesses, 
gardens are built in the lot, 
bringing young children into the 
zone of Pitkin Avenue.  The brick 
wall still separates the garden 
space from the shopping space 
on the street.
space from the shopping space 
on the street.

The neighborho
doctors design, 
and help constr
the street treatm
involving as ma
diverse neighbo
hood groups as
possible in the 
process.

spend time in the garden
space as well as by the new
vendors. 

Families
enjoy how the garden
is embraced by the wider
sidewalk space, while still
having its own space.

Individual
Entrepreneurs open up
formal and informal shops
in the back part of the plaza.

Church of God enjoy
the new street space.

New York City
Housing Authority
and Community Center
agrees to allow entrepreneur-
ial activities and construction

entrepreneurs expand
their business Eastward
toward the more empty 
section of Pitkin Avenue. 

Individuals
working in the area
pass through the plaza

Fire Department New York
collaborates on the creation
and maintenance new
wider pedestrian space.

Public School 298
emphasizes the garden
but also participates in
design and build of the 
street treatment.

1 week cycle

3 day cycle

1 day cycle

and various spatial and social phenomenon.

1 week cycle1 week cycleye

3 day cycley yy

1 day cycle

ni ersituniversity collaboration, office space,i it ll b ti ffiuniversity collaboration, office space,cc
and health data, garden safety spaced h l h d d fand health data garden safety spaceaSpring 2015: 

Street 
Treatment

With the Brownsville Chamber 
of Commerce and the City of 
New York, a street treatment 
is planned through a series of 
neighborhood charrettes held 
close to the site.  The pedestrian 
space of the sidewalk is 
widened and the aesthetic of 
pedestrian use is improved by a 
articulated stone sidewalk.

Entrepreneurs open up
formal and informal shops
in the back part of the plaza.

New York City
Housing Ag uthorityy
and Commuand Community Centnity Centerer
agrees to allow entrepreneur

: 

e design and 
teams come 

The neighborhood 
doctors find funding 
and labor to 
construct the new 
courtyard garden 
and community and 
market buildings. 

Individual
from the housing project
take on the leadership role
of building the fountain.

Individuals 
whose children are attending
the school share skills in
plumbing, metal working, and
construction to build the fountain.

Groups and individuals
such as church groups
help to plant street trees.

New York City
Housing Authority
and Community Center
allows the construction
of community buildings

entrepreneurs continue
to operate their business,
which has now improved
in sales because of the
construction of the shopping
and community spaces
and the enclosed garden
courtyard.

Local landscaping and 
nursery companies
donate trees in collab-
oration with the city 
of New York and the New
York Horticultural 
Society.

Families come together
to show the need for shared
daycare spaces and expansion
of the Housing community center.

New York Department of Sanitation
donates expertise to make sure
the fountain is safe for use.

Local business entrepreneurs
who have been using the space
come together to decide that
a shared built space could
accomodate their needs.

Families and teachers
involved in the school build
the courtyard garden and
transplant trees started in
the raised beds.

2015

ongoing neighborhood yearly traditions

Made in Brownsville and Brownsville Community Justice Center Youth Design Programs

begon partnership with school 

churches and community groups partner

Data acquisition:
Census socio-economic data
landsat and aerial photography,
facebook, twitter, and instagram,
google maps

Data Deposited:
Designer’s personal database and
selected community depository
such as Made in Brownsville

Data acquisition:
The new building is constructed
according to various volunteer times
and paid times that resonate with increasd
sales from infromal vendors.

Data acquisition:
Collaboration with clinic group
Brownsville Multi-Family Services allows
for week by week correlation of health data 
such as visits, blood pressure, blood sugar,
and various spatial and social phenomenon.

eighborhood yearly traditionseighborhood yearly traditions

mmunity Justice Center Youth Design Programsmmunity Justice Center Youth Design Programsy g gh
y groupsy groups partnerpartner

Families and teachers
2015

ongoinongoinn

nd Brownsville nd BrownsvilleMade in Brownsville aMade in Brownsville aann n w ed ll d ll

begon partnership with schoolp o n   cp

churches achurches and commnd commchchc d

Brownsville design and 
construction teams come 
together to design and 
build shop buildings and a 
courtyard garden connecting 
the housing building and the 
school playground nearby.

New York City
HousiHousing Aung Au hthorithorityty

d Cand Cand Communit City Cy tenter
llallow ths the const ttructiion

of coof communimmunity buty buildinildingsgs

The neighborhood 
doctors organize a 
series of meetings 
between artists, city 
workers, and 
businesses to set up 
a small Pitkin Av. 
street festival.

Families
enjoy how the quiet and sense
of safety offered by the garden
space during the busy and
loud festival.  Even on ordinary
days, the hubub of Piktin Avenue
makes the garden space a 
welcome retreat

Individuals
operating business during
the festival take over
the street.

Public School 298
has an open house during
the festival, sharing children’s 
projects in their playground yard.

Families enjoy the broad side-
walk, especially when it
becomes an informal cafe.

Individuals
street artists enjoy the 
high flow of people
on the street.

20172016201520142013 2018

1 year cycle

1 week cycle

1 month cycle
1 quarter cycle

1 semester cycle

9 month cycle

3 day cycle

1 day cycle

ongoing neighborhood yearly traditions

Made in Brownsville and Brownsville Community Justice Center Youth Design Programs

sharing the street treatment

paying operators of shops and offices

table businesses new product

begon partnership with school 

occupation of site, long term permission for experimentation

buildng construction

churches and community groups partner

x
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Data acquisition:
Census socio-economic data
landsat and aerial photography,
facebook twitter and instagram

Data Deposited:
Designer’s personal database and
selected community depository
such as Made in Brownsville

Data acquisition:
Informal businesses established
on the scene measure their sales
in terms of time safety and presence

Data acquisition:
Collaboration with clinic group
Brownsville Multi-Family Services allows
for week by week correlation of health data

Public School 298
201520142013
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Perspective visualizations in each chapter:

Each scene has a stage in the center of the page. 
Actors are identified on the stage with their aff iliations 
and goals described.  A score, in upper right hand 
corner of the page shows how programs are 
unfolding over a long term timescale. Recording 
is shown by the red dots and in the red box in the 
lower right hand corner.  The cycle diagram on the 
lower right shows the progress of change within the 
program’s process.
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Below: Resident experts Rose Jackson, Ernestine Hodges, Maxine Dotson, and Andrea 
McCullough contribute

Above: asset maps

Despite demographic  
changes, the community 
shows continuing social 
trends.  Through mapping 
and interviews, the team 
parcels out structures of 
lasting landscape legacies and 
programmatic potential.

Brownsville, Brooklyn Health Impact Assessment
published by Pew Charitable Trusts, Community Solutions, 2015
Evaluating social entrepreneurship 
programs by recognizing and 
promoting local context.

By looking at Brownsville’s history of 
drastic demographic change and 
continuing pressures of violence and 
chronic disease, Cho and Waxman 
use mapping through expert 
engagement to evaluate the eff ects 
of three proposed neighborhood 
social entrepreneurship programs: an 
innovation lab, an entrepreneurship 
lab, and a culinary academy.  

Sang Cho, Alan Waxman, Community Solutions, Made in Brownsville, Brooklyn

As part of the study, Waxman 
publishes a correlation between 
violence and unemployment in two 
clear long cycles over the course 
of the last hundred years in which 
violence rises in Brownsville (and 
across the US).  Already in 2014 we 
are seeing a new rise in violence that 
may show the beginning of the next 
cycle. 

photo by Quardean Lewis Allen

These rhythms are both temporal 
and spatial.  The maps below by 
Cho show how unemployment, and 
other similar indicators of fragility are 
clustered spatially.
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Visualizing the Colombian Urban Littoral

Published in INVEMAR’s guide 
to Colombian sustainability, this 
large visualization of Colom-
bia’s urban sea edge can be 
seen here.

Several cities were assessed for 
their major risk factors on the 
Caribbean Sea and the Pacific 
Ocean.  These cities included 
Santa Marta and Cartagena on 
the Caribbean, and Tumaco on 
the Pacific. .

Issues included sea level rise, 
increasing storms, flooding 
from steep slopes, flooding 
and sewage over flow, dam-
age to urban areas built on 
estuaries, systemic violence 
due to global flows of mar-
ginalization, and the develop-
ment of international tourism 
industries. 

Alan Waxman, INVEMAR, Bogota
Urban Elements/ Latin Urbia 
presentation, Harvard, GSD

A collection of scholars from 
the Americas focusing on 
issues of informality, formality, 
and the dynamic and creative 
tensions between two began 
to assemble in Spring 2014 
an organization that would 
become Urban Elements.  
Beginning as “Latin Urbia” we 
presented our methodology 
of funding development the 

and design work 50% from 
inside the primary stakeholder 
group, and 50% from outside, 
such as from municipalities 
and aid organizations.  This 
keeps projects small and 
practitioners local. 

The process, at right, has 
begun to be tested with El 
Calvario in Venezuela in Fall 
2015. 

In 2015, Urban Elements 
started to narrow in on the 
particular role of local arts 
organizations to address public 
health issues in informal areas 
through ritual practiced in 
the context of urban ecology 
- particular hot spots or 
“pressure points.”  By working 
between the structure of the 
“first world” and the informality 
of the “third” it is possible to 
use the arts and mapping to 
address public health issues 
and change flows of aid based 
on narratives of need. 

Alan Waxman with others in Urban Elements/ Latin Urbia
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Jay Lee of Boston Neighborhood Development presents on neighborhood process.     Rumi Chunara of Health Map discusses lost sick days

Health Equity and Leadership Conference, Harvard 2014

The Health Equity and Leadership 
Conference provided an opportunity 
for students from across Harvard 
and the Boston area to join in the 
discussion to address health issues.

Collection of Scholars and lecturers 
on Health Equity in Massachussets. 

Scholars from various graduate 
schools come together to organize 
the Health Equity and Leadership 
Conference each year. In 2014, 
Waxman helped to organize and 
moderate the event.  

He moderated “Health Equity 101” 
with Jay Lee (Assistant Director of 
Design Construction Openspace 

at Department of Neighborhood 
Development, Boston), Rumi Chunara 
(Health Map), and Sean Palfrey 
(Pediatrician, Professor of Pediatrics 
at Boston University) as panelists.  
Discussion focused on how urban  
process can involve participants living 
in neighborhoods to address health 
related challenges and how data 
and mapping techniques with new 
technologies can be used to create 
adaptive management feedback so 
that municipalities can see evidence 
based health outcomes. 

Harvard Kennedy School, Harvard School of Public Health, Harvard GSD, Harvard College

Francisco Patino, student at the 
Harvard Divinity School studying 
religion, ethics, and medicine came 
to the conference with a particular 
interest in spirituality in healing as well 
health outcomes due to racial and 
ethnic minority conditions.

Hannabah Blue (Dine), student at 
the Harvard School of Public Health 
helped to organize the conference, 
and presented a session on LGBTQ 
health in which she analyzed how 
group causes can eff ect health 
outcomes.

Brandy Brooks, urban planner 
working as Interim Manager for Food 
Access Policy and Programming at 
the Boston Collaborative for Food 
and Fitness, spoke at the conference 
on holistic approaches to address the 
social and environmental factors that 
eff ect health outcomes.    

Molly Brown, in school to be family 
nurse practitioner, came to learn 
more about the intersection between 
public health, urban planning, design, 
research, and clinical practice.
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Depiction of the Harvard Graduate School of Design and its cosmic arrangement and choice of 
floors, with Ichishkiin annotation.

environment, a place they already 
considered familiar but powerful. 

The second half of the lecture was a 
poem by Waxman in contemporary 
English language design discourse to 
a backdrop of a 1930s era silent film 
reel of Celilo Falls on the Columbia 
River.  The juxtaposition was intended 
to help students to understand the 
complexity of the city of Celilo. 

Ichishkiin Anatomy of Design lecture, Harvard GSD 2014

Delivered for De Broches Des 
Combes and Oppenheim 
Immersive Landscapes Studio, on 
Ichishkiin American Indian urban 
design. 

In this lecture delivered to students at 
the Harvard GSD, Waxman started by 
analyzing the contemporary design 
environment of the Graduate School 
of Design in the Ichishkiin language, 
without translation.  This provided an 

opportunity to consider the Ichishkiin 
design tradition in the context of
Harvard’s design education.  Students 
already understand many concepts 
that are diff icult to translate within the 
English language, ideas such as
design thinking, artistic inspiration, 
collective imagination, and genius 
loci.   By situating a lecture in 
Ichishkiin without translation, but with 
pictures, I aimed to re-evaluate what 
is perceived as a normal work 

Alan Waxman, Harvard GSD

Excerpt of the poem “A Man Repairs a 
Net” in the lecture: 

“...A man stands on a platform
  a filial promontory of inherited wealth
  Not so much material, as corporate
An opportunity to pick joy, rush, fame
  skill in using tools. Net.

He has adjusted the cord at his waste.
  They all have cords.
    safety in
  bindings to a multitude
  of corporate people
  at the edge.”

The waters thunder on all sides.
  Potentiality is a powerful void
  But the void is not empty.

Rather its broth and boils are livid; 
consuming;
  a slithering body winds; 
    every canyon, a pulsing ventrical
    every valley, an organ
    every hillside, a muscle
  its capillaries reach the tops of 
    every white peak.

The waters tie together a net
  A vast ecology
  An industry of life
  Biophysical expressionism
  fluvial urbanism...”

iimagimamage creee editditdit: “L: ife in Cn Celelilo Vio llagllagage Nee Nee News RRw eelel”eee  from ththee 
ArchArcA ivesivesve offof of hththethe OregOregon Hon Histooist ricaricaric l SoSocietcietetcie yyyy
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Pharma/ Nutrition/ Force
Bodily and Chemical Admin

Charisma
Reflexive
Inter-personal
Resonance

Spatial Models
Knowledge Power

architecture

folk medicine
pharmacopeia

folk medicine
application
and dream 
interpretation

landscape 
architecture

spatial Planning

participatory
engagement
planning

police enforcement

constructionlandscape 
architecture

Design
Build & Health
Ministries

western 
medicine

self-med
“white jacket”
authority

food systems

exercise

Community
Health 
Programs

dieting

religious
health 
ministriesCommunity

Gardens

charismatic
religious groups

design
build
firms

religious
teaching

Community Process
Venn Diagram

Community Process
Venn Diagram

Community Process
Methods of Instrumentality

EXUMA Research Lab in Ecological 
Community Design, Harvard

Financed by a world renowned 
religious leader, the EXUMA lab 
was oriented around cutting 
edge mapping and ecological 
process practiced through media 
experimentation. 

The map at right was produced 
through anthropolgoical analysis 
of hundreds of church and 
demographic documents from the 
Bahamas, for which I made maps, 
geospatializing related issues of 
religion, race, immigration, and water 
access.  Afro-Caribbean design 
traditions have been largely illegalized 
(Obeah laws), but they are primarily 
real time social community design.  

The diagram at right and below 
I call Methods of Instrumentality.  
Produced to understand the diff erent 
elements in the production of 
health in communities,   the three 
parts of the Venn diagram are 
essentially body, mind, and soul: 
“pharma/nutritition/force/bodily and 
chemical admin,” “spatial models and 
knowledge power”, and “charismatic 
and reflexive inter-personal 
resonance.”  Where all three overlap is 
community medicine.  This research 
in Afro-Caribbean design became 
a basis for understanding ecosocial 
design practice.

body

soulmind

EXUMA Lab, Harvard GSD

Constituencies of
Engagement: Exuma
 
Map presented at November 
Conference with Bahamian 
government and key international 
stakeholders, Harvard. Map was 
created by Waxman with editing 
by Rob Daurio.
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Table Map EXUMA Lab, Harvard
To create an immersive environment 
for key stakeholders, I mapped, 
printed, and assembled this 
large table map setting for the 
October 2013 conference involving 
government off icials and major 
funders. 

EXUMA Lab, Harvard GSD
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Table Map of Exuma Archipelago:
Inhabited settlements are bold
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Changing behavior through collective imagination

1. policy or environmental change
2. participation rate
3. participant satisfaction
4. observation
5. behavior change
6. health risk appraisals
7. biometric measures (EHR Data)
8. return on investment (payer/provider savings)

- Measurable: is data available to measure
- Achievable: is the goal set possible
- Relevant: Do these planned strategies align with
 long goals.
- Timeline feasible

RESOURCING
THROUGH THE HOSPITAL SYSTEM

APPRECIATIVE OUTLOOKING

Individual enters back into their community with prescription
-mandate for growth and change

Community leaders/social designers build team of patients
and constituents for 
drawing, storytelling,
voice, creative writing
active listening
to assess the health of the population

COMPILED digital data stream of
projective environmental data generated
by the community and interpreted.
MERGED with hospital EHR data.

DREAMING, SCORING, DRAWING

Design of the collective project.

Individuals come together in a neutral space
to imagine and visualize designs, 
sharing images of the
psycho-social landscape.

CARING, PLANNING

Participants go into the neighborhood with designs
by the group to see how implementation would work
They sound the designs out, considering what to map,
making plans, setting goals of relevance,
translating designs into relevant projects and timelines.

COLLECTIVE ACTION

Action motivated by groups best qualities
and skills, and resources. This is the 
collective project that materializes
plans for health.

performance, improvisation
implementation
plan in motion
physical activity
group walks
drawing 
aerobics/ dance/ yoga
open space enjoyment/ walks
healthy eating/ cooking
water quality
community garden
farmer’s market
lactation support projects
mapping process and change

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

during and especially after action,
motivated by groups best 
qualities and skills with resources
performance, improvisation

meaningful sharing of fruits of labor,
acts to solidify the collective values of
movements for health.
sharing maps of changes

sharing food 
voice, dialogue, poetry
active listening
storytelling

prescription for 
process based 
treatment building teams

imagining maps/values

mapping resouces, planning action

changing behavior

private space, hospitals

private to public 
engagement

public action
and public
celebration

HEALTH MAINTENANCE CYCLICAL SECTION

HEALTH TEST
CORRELATION
(measured over time)

INDICES

ECOLOGIES

ENGAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

income pedestrian shops crime volunteer 
species

industrial 
ecology

consumption of 
resources, en -
ergy, waste

transportation 
ecology, 
institutional 
hierarchy, 
danger/ safety
comfort, 
workplace 
access

consumption 
ecology

danger/ safety,
comfort, 
marginalization 
in resource and 
production 
ecology, social 
networks

care, 
marginality, 
comfort, 
invisibility of 
space

NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

working with community groups in an environment of trust to create transformation from the 
inside: this includes non-profit, for-profit, informal, and formal organizations.

Health maintenance cyclical section

Real Time Health Mapping (RTHM)Research and lectures, Harvard
Placing this practice, Waxman then 
began to start a new nonprofit in 
Brownsville, Brooklyn, New York’s 
number one hostpot for chronic 
disease and violence.  The question 
was, in Brownsville, would it be 
possible to use design education 
to reveal unique and relevant 
psychosocial data sets that could be 
meaninfully integrated with health 
data for prevention?  The practice is 
underway. 

Real Time Health Mapping was began 
as a transdisciplinary research eff ort 
in Cambridge MA in 2012.  Discus-
sions with a wide variety of practitio-
ners in urban design, data science, 
and public health, led the founders to 
consider a natural integration of the 
fields.

First eff orts revolved around a startup 
operating in Philadelphia that used 
machine learning to integrate health 
data and find patterns.   By looking at 
geospatial correlation, it was pos-
sible to assess related preventative 
programs that may be underutilized 
and underfunded in the community.  
This research and experimentation 
became a collaboration at the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield startup incubator in 
Cambridge.

From here, Waxman, Cho, and Bojic, 
began to consider more directly how 
mapping could empower individuals 
with aggregate confidential data.   

Cho and Waxman began a series 
of lectures at Harvard about race, 
marginalization, and the urban 
landscape.  These 10 lectures 
unfolded over the course of Spring 
2013. 

By Summer 2014, Waxman had be-
gun to implement these approaches 
in the Harvard summer design 
studios by emphasizing teaching 
education to high risk young people 
from marginalized neighborhoods.

Alan Waxman with Sang Cho for Niall Kirkwood and others, Harvard GSD

Indices and levers of change for data acquisition localities and methodologies
DESIGN TRUST: DATA A RICH TT vs DATA SILENTTT

Analytics Engine space a group of designers
funded by the ACO that layers and considers
social and environmental data streams
and also actively designs social programs
and interventions in the urban ecology.
This space is data rich, meaning the access to
health data necessitates complete recording
of data by participants by law.  This data is all
private, individually, although controlled in
aggregate by the hospital.

Within the Analytics Engine is a data silent space.
This is key to designing trust.

This space is where participating agencies are
can resolve issues through design, without
their discussion being recorded in any way.

The power of the analytics engine is collection
of data - which requires trust, but equally so, 
it is the power to mediate data silences,
with create trust.

ANALYTICS ENGINE

DATA RICH COLLECTION PLATFORMS

precedents

Noguchi, 1 Chase

Garden of the Soul,
Tokai-an

Turrell, Open Sky

Data feeds

DATA SILENT GARDEN

volunteer species, 
street observation

pedestrian observation, 

building faca

constituen

yard spe
maintena

interior,
produce age, 
evaluation
stock

volunteer species, 
street observation

pedestrian observation, 
times

building entrance
stops and frisks

broken windows
neglected repair

crime, violence, timing

interior,
gatherings
timing broken windows, 

street observation

pedestrian observation, 

street activities
use of lots, times

constituency

yard species, 
maintenance

women and
children
presence, time

bser

volunteer species, 
street observation

building facade

constituency,
employment

interior,
produce age, 
evaluation
stock

gardens, garden
maintenance schedule

informal markets

NEIGHBORHOOD
HEALTH

DATA
SILENCE

Health Ecology Maintenance
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5.a. Teaching Outline and Proposed Course Listing

STUDIO

Ecosocial design in the neighborhood

Ecosocial art praxis - deploying art as design

Edible landscapes

Prison/ asylum redesign for the 21st century

Sanctuary in American wilderness

Twatimasha - “drawing” in the Ichishkiin (Yakama Umatilla 
Warm Springs) tradition, co taught with Virginia Beavert 
along with other elders such as Thomas MorningOwl and 
Fred Hill, of the Umatilla Reservation, 

Urban Rhythms - hip hop architecture

Zen design - stone studio

SEMINAR

Ecology and real time data

Ecosocial design theory - post industrial landscape 
architecture

The emerald cage

The ghetto in North America

Health in Landscape Architecture

Hip hop architecture.

Informality and formality in the United States and its global 
margins

Nation making - landscape architecture and the biophysical 
corporation

Roji - the dewy path in the way of tea - intimate landscape 
architecture and its literature.

Zen urbanism - Japanese urbanism

TECHNICAL

GIS and cartography with illustrator, photoshop, and 
rhinoceros (with grasshopper) to make dynamic maps.

Photoshop Landscape painting

Watercolor Landscape painting

CAD, Rhinoceros, drafting

Drawing and portraiture 

STUDIO

Ecosocial design in the neighborhood

Deploying Ecosocial design practice within neighborhood 
ecology.  Students will be asked to immerse themselves 
in a particular social ecology of a local neighborhood and 
practice Ecosocial design in the social ecology of their 
choosing.

Ecosocial art praxis - deploying art as design

This is a course on methods of Ecosocial design, primarily 
how to work with artists in a particular community around 
the world and use design practice and thinking to position 
or reposition their art practice for the making of city and 
landscape.  This studio could take place locally in various 
cities around the world.

Edible landscapes

Landscape architecture can be performed at various scales, 
one of which is the plate, the table, and the dinner party.  
This is ecological manipulation through phenomenological 
immersion that can change inclination and create ecosocial 
transformation - changing health outcomes on a human 
scale and changing the function and form of landscapes 
at a vast scale.  Students will draw and taste foods, 
understanding the food’s ecological role in its larger food - 
ecological landscape system.  Working locally, students will 
explore the food system, understand its trophic structure, 
and imagine change.  Students will be asked to research 
and draw primary agricultural products along with rare and 
innovative foodways tied to the neighborhood landscape 
locally.  For the final review students will create drawings 
along with a meal.  Students will be responsible for creating 
a guest list for their dinner that would aff ect ecosocial 
change in the social structure tied to the food system.

Prison/ asylum Redesign for the 21st century

The contemporary American penal state is the largest 
in the world with over 2 million inmates.  Origins and 
parallels can be drawn between the American prison state, 
early twentieth century insane asylums, and premodern 
monasteries.  This studio analyzes the role of the garden 
the prison, the insane asylum (which reached rates of 
internment similar to today’s prison population), and the 
monastery to understand elements of “healing,” “penitence,” 
and “remediation,” in their design, particularly with 
consideration of increasing medicalization of violent crime 
and the potential for psychosocial space based remediation. 
The studio will partner with a local prison, collaboratively 
tour it with inmates with an eye towards psychological 
spaces and processes and then propose a redesign of the 
prison from the ground up including a redesign of daily life 
for the prisoners. Special interest will be given to the role of 
“remediative” gaming and augmented reality deployed in 
prison labor. 

Sanctuary in American wilderness

We will examine the meaning of wilderness in contemporary 
American literature.  What are “wild” spaces in terms of 
socio-cultural and physical realities? We will deconstruct the 
creation of “wilderness” as a crystallized frontier zone where 
special laws (or lack of law and order) apply.  How are 

sanctuaries found and made inside these spaces of
wildness?  Students will design a sanctuary in a wilderness 
frontier zone.  This studio could operate in the design of 
sanctuary in a ghetto space, or other locations.

Twatimasha - “drawing” in the Ichishkiin (Yakama 
Umatilla Warm Springs) tradition, co taught with Virginia 
Beavert, along with other elders such as Thomas 
MorningOwl and Fred Hill, of the Umatilla Reservation.

This is a course on Ichishkiin design, taught in both English 
and Ichishkiin. It involves trips to Ichishkiin cities and 
landscapes and experience in Ichishkiin urbanism.  It will 
involve collaborations with various practicing Ichishkiin 
designers.  Building on the landscape visions of Smoxalla 
in the 19th century, the Ichishkiin landscape design 
tradition has become extremely powerful in the Pacific 
Northwest today.  Landscape architecture performed 
through the Columbia River Intertribal Fish Commission, 
the Yakama Nation, the Umatilla Nation, Warm Springs, and 
other communities, has become pivotal in the ecological 
restoration of an area with close to five million people. A 
scope of Native American landscape architecture will be 
taught in the introduction of the studio, along with the 
immersion into Ichishkiin landscape architectural practices.  
Students will learn some of the basics of Ichishkiin design 
through linguistic and cultural immersion, as well as engage 
in landscape architecture in Ichishkiin landscapes.

Urban Rhythms - hip hop architecture

Building on studios practiced in Brownsville, Brooklyn, this 
studio off ers a chance for students to practice real time 
spatial landscape change by way of music, dance, and 
lyricism in physical spaces.  Students will create immersive 
musical environments that aff ect the way people live, work, 
and play.  Students will test out installation of their landscape 
and measure changes in movement and urban flow through 
a set of indices including biorhythmic measurements.

Zen design - stone studio

This class will look at several kinds of zen landscapes, 
particularly stone gardens and landscape stones, in detail. 
Through this lens the landscape architect will be understood 
not only as craftsman, as she is frequently seen in the West, 
but also as poet, critical thinker, and imagineer. Landscape 
stones will be considered in terms of contemporary data 
scapes, virtual reality, and building information modeling. 
Students will be ask to draw landscapes in the style of 
zen painting, but importantly, students will be asked to 
FIND and refine landscapes.  The studio tour will be local 
mountains and shorelines. We will look at stone formations, 
relationships to fog and clouds, painting and drawing stones 
as landscapes in the zen tradition, and also the finding 
of landscape stones. For the final, landscape stones can 
be found throughout the state; the location of the stone 
is an important part of the drawing process, by which 
imagination becomes the means of finding the landscape 
in the stone and being able to articulate a story about that 
landscape.
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SEMINAR

Ecology and real time data

What is the role of data and real time systems in the 
development of contemporary landscapes? How can data 
streams be deployed in real time? What form and materiality 
do data streams carry? In this course we will examine 
historic and contemporary precedents for design with data, 
real time, and time lapse systems.  Health data resources 
will serve as a way of looking at urban systems as well as 
various qualitative and quantitative urban data streams.  We 
will look at examples such as the Columbia river intertribal 
fish commission’s use of data and feedback ecology in 
the management of a huge swath of Pacific Northwest 
ecosystem.  Students will write a term paper or present 
design drawings with real time data methodologies as the 
approach to landscape management.

Ecosocial design theory - post industrial landscape 
architecture

What is Ecosocial design? How does one design human 
landscapes from the inside? This course explains how 
biophysical infrastructure in the form of human bodies (as 
well as their consumptive objects) is the industrial landscape 
that fuels the American and global economy, and examines 
how design practice can be used to design post industrial 
intelligent biophysical landscapes.

Gold in the Hills: The gilded ghetto and the emerald 
cage

The freedom of the open road, the frontier, manifest 
destiny, the scenic and national highway systems, user 
created content on youtube, these are all ideas that 
allow participants the assumption of freedom while 
simultaneously creating a superstructure of systemic power.  
This course examines notions of freedom in landscape 
architecture over the last 200 years and analyzes a variety of 
landscape media for understanding how freedom creates 
and sustains various kinds of garden walls.

The ghetto in North America

This course focuses on the ghetto through close analysis of 
Brownsville Brooklyn. Time will be spent looking at ghettos 
in other cities, including the Pacific Northwest.  Related 
historical landscapes in both the American South and the 
Eastern European Pale will be scrutinized to understand how 
national and international landscape politics of ethnicity, 
religion, and race shape urban communities.  The ghetto, 
as a neighborhood separate from the rest of the city, will 
be understood as a set of systemic boundaries, a kind of 
formula, that comes about to create a unique but particular 
landscape, a landscape that exists to demonstrate normalcy 
by what it is not.  Students will be asked to write a specific 
paper or do a set of design drawings on a ghetto that they 
research.

Health in Landscape Architecture

Examines gardens as places of healing from the ancient 
world through medieval monasterial gardens, hotels, resorts, 
national parks as healing spaces and today’s culture of 
therapy and managing chronic disease with landscapes, 
landscape journeys, biophilia, and virtual reality.  This
course proposes recovering landscape from its role as 
commodified entertainment towards its role in healing 
society. 

Hip hop architecture

A call for hip hop architecture was recently made by the 
pop star Kanye West.  We will look at the particulars of 
his call and see if we can answer it by examining hip hop 
as a design discipline operating on the human scale.  
Contemporary music and music video landscapes will 
be examined in detail.  They provide rich ground for 
understanding landscape design and the potential and 
power of hip hop as spatial and ecosocial design.  The roots 
of hip hop and Afro American and Afro Caribbean design 
will be explored to reveal how some design systems have 
been regarded as entertainment while others have retained 
their power in making urban infrastructures.

Informality and formality in the United States and its 
global margins

Close analysis of the immaterial cultural frameworks which 
create informal material growth.  Informal growth will be 
examined in terms of plant species, volunteer species, 
urban ecology, and also human urban neighborhoods.  This 
seminar looks at flows of power wealth in terms of their 
material indices. Students will be asked to do a research 
project on a particular informal settlement around the world 
and show in drawings or writing the structures and flows 
that create and sustain the settlement as a landscape.

Nation making - landscape architecture and the 
biophysical corporation

This course traces the history of nation making as landscape 
architecture, from contemporary Native American nations, 
the Nation of Islam and subaltern nationalism in its role in 
multinational landscapes as well as concepts of multiethnic 
modernisms found in the works of early twentieth century 
Japanese and American landscape theorists, European 
state building, self determination, and rhizomatic ethnic 
nationalisms that eventually led to international landscape 
destruction in the Second World War.  This course will 
look at these models of national landscape making via the 
contrast to hierarchical colonial mercantile and religious 
landscapes.  We will analyze religious landscape painting 
in both eastern and western traditions for their power in 
landscape making, as well as early twentieth century  

landscape painting that corresponded with the 
development of a rhizomatic biophysical landscape 
nationalism described in Woodrow Wilson’s 14 points.  
Cartography and landscape painting will be considered 
as core tools of nation making. The bulk of our analysis 
will engage the period starting with Frederick law Olmsted 
through WWI and WWII, the creation of the state of Israel, 
Black Nationalism, American Indian reservation renaissance 
and finally critically rethinking the contemporary landscape 
urbanism movement in landscape architecture. This course 
allows landscape architects, particularly those operating 
at the scale of regions, to consider the history of their 
practice.  This course provides a range of theory that will 
allow practitioners in regional design to be both critical and 
eff ective.

Roji - the dewy path in the way of tea - intimate 
landscape architecture and its literature.

Japanese tea gardens have been likened to the American 
national parks as spaces of spiritual sanctity.  The history 
of the tea garden will be explored in detail along with 
corresponding Japanese literature, from Murasaki shikibu 
(11th century) to Yasunari Kawabata (20th century), providing 
a strong series of precedents for understanding landscape 
architecture in Japan.  The tale of Genji in particular 
will reveal the importance of landscapes to exist in an 
imaginative space in literature that becomes elicited and 
entered into through ritual. The tea garden will allow for an 
analysis of  human performance in creating intimate scaled 
environments in any cultural context.

Zen urbanism - Japanese urbanism

This course uses Zen and other sects of Japanese Buddhism 
and their literatures as a framework for understanding 
Japanese urbanism from the Edo period through the 
contemporary era.  Looking at the urbanism of the edges 
and the centrality of voids, Japanese urban design can be 
traced from its adaptation of Chinese styles into indigenous 
Japanese patterns.  The design of shrines and temples 
through the ages will be considered along with their position 
vis a vis ecological flows and the creation of public space in 
edge conditions.  Through the lense of Japanese urbanism 
we will look at colonial hierarchy over the last two thousand 
years of Japanese cultural expansion, the integration of 
outsiders, the “outside” and “inside” defined by Japanese 
concepts of nature, and the peculiar role of outsiders 
and insiders in potent edge conditions.  Zen practice and 
landscape painting will be analyzed alongside popular 
landscape painting and print making in understanding these 
processes.

TECHNICAL

GIS and cartography with illustrator, photoshop, and 
rhinoceros (with grasshopper) to make dynamic maps.

Teaches mapmaking through the use of gis software along 
with other tools including adobe illustrator, photoshop, and 
rhinoceros to make dynamic multidimensional maps.

Photoshop Landscape painting

Looking at landscape painting and its development into 
the field of photography and then photoshop, this course 
will teach students the basics and refinement of their 
photoshop technique.

Watercolor Landscape painting

Landscape painting is a continuous tradition that we will 
look at in both western and eastern examples and learn the 
basics and refinement of the tool of watercolor.  Watercolor 
is a real time parametric practice that has a history of studio 
use along with plain air use.

CAD, Rhinoceros, drafting

Drafting in detail with computer programs and by hand.

Drawing and portraiture

Drawing is an extremely powerful method of connecting 
with landscapes by engaging with viewing and viewers.  
Portraiture creates an intimacy of reflexivity where the 
subject becomes featured in the landscape making process.  
Altnertive traditions of portraiture will be explored as a 
reflexive process accessed through various art forms of 
engagement. 
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5.b. SYLLABI SAMPLES

Twatimasha - “drawing” in the Ichishkiin (Yakama Umatilla 
Warm Springs) tradition, co taught with Virginia Beavert, 
along with other elders such as Thomas MorningOwl and 
Fred Hill, of the Umatilla and Yakama Reservations.

- Towards a practical semiotics of (a) landscape 
Analysis of an update publication Protecting and Restoring 
Watersheds A Tribal Approach to Salmon Recovery Columbia 
River Intertribal Fish Commission and a reading describing a 
Washat feast.
- Intro to being at a loss, landscape of language
Bringing in the first guests in Ichishkiin landscape creation, we 
begin to discuss how to be at a loss for words - the diff erence 
between language-world landscapes, and their relevance to 
landscape management and health.
Ichishkíin Sinwit Yakama / Yakima Sahaptin Dictionary Virginia 
Beavert and Sharon Hargus
Legends of the Sahaptin Speaking People Virginia Beavert
Cáw Pawá Láakni / They Are Not Forgotten
Sahaptian Place Names Atlas of the Cayuse, Umatilla, and 
Walla Walla
Eugene Hunn, Thomas Morning Owl, Phillop E Cash Cash, 
Jennifer Karson Engum
A Sketch of Sahaptin Grammar and Texts MelvilleJacobs, Hunt
- Re-membering an ethnobotanical landscape 
The creation of an ethnobotany in terms of revitalizing 
and imagining the landscape and language. This will be 
accompanied by a site visit and food feast.
Tristes Tropiques Claude Levi Strauss on the geology of 
structural anthropology
The Balinese Cockfight Cliff ord Geertz 
Nch’i-Wána, “The Big River”: Mid-Columbia Indians and Their 
Land Eugene Hunn
Wiyaxayxt / Wiyaakaa’awn / As Days Go By
Our History, Our Land, Our People - The Cayuse, Umatilla, and 
Walla Walla ed Jennifer Karson
Oregon Historical Quarterly Winter 2007 Remembering Celilo
- Bio-corporate ecology in the post industrial landscape
Post Fordism and the post industrial corporation in Post 
Fordist Public Works, Charles Waldheim and After Ford 
Schumacher in reference to electrification and development 
of wheat farms in the Columbia Basin.  In contrast, The 
Emergence of Desakota Regions in Asia: Expanding a 
Hypothesis McGee and Aramis or the Love of Technology, 
Bruno Latour
Should Trees Have Standing Christopher Stone in refernence 
to William O Douglass’ ruling on landscape as corporation 
Land Mosaics and Urban Ecology Richard T T Forman
Of Men and Mountains William O Douglass Autobiography
- Adaptive management ecology and the landscape healer
Assorted texts form Columbia River intertribal fish commission 
publications salmon and the Yakama Nation
- Healing, drawing, twatimasha
Waste healing weapons storage, the Hanford site, nuclear 
leakage the future the role of the landscape architect
Students will present their work on Ichishkiin landscape to a 
committee of elders, as well as design critics.  They will also 
present their work in the Wanapum cultural center beside the 
Hanford Nuclear site.

SYLLABI SAMPLES:
The Following studio and seminar syllabi 
are  short samples of two studios and two 
seminars, 

STUDIO (SEMINAR on following page)

Ecosocial design in the neighborhood

- What is ecosocial, a discussion of socio-ecological systems
Public Health Approach
Ecosocial Theory Nancy Krieger
Critique on the Ecosocialism Manifesto and similar texts
- Toxic Sovereignty 
Geontologies: A Requiem to Late Liberalism Elizabeth Povinelli 
and toxic soveriegnty
The importance of the subaltern in California as a Cold Place 
Ursula K LeGuin and relevance of “Coyote” in landscape 
architecture
Excerpts from Hip Hop theory and music videos that present 
the “sly” approach to landscape creation from inside, for 
example, “Post to Be” Omarion and Jhene Aiko reposition 
power in past present tense.
Obeah and Other Powers: The Politics of
Caribbean Religion and Healing Paton and Forde 
- Selection of a neighborhood agency
Readings contrasting activist anthropology, Randy Hester’s 
ecological democracy, fieldwork of traditional anthropologists, 
and landscape architecture of designers Dan Kiley and 
Garett Eckbo. Discussion of map, plan, section, perspective, 
axoometric, and birdseye representation in situating the 
approach to the subject
Students will do personal readings based on the site and their 
decided lens of engagement
- Comparing methodologies in ecosocial design
RSVP Cycles Larry and Anna Halprin and the Tamalpa Institute
Elos Institute methodology, Edgard Gouveia
Slow City movement in Italy
Philadelphia Lot Greening and Community Engagement, 
Branas
Confederated Tribes of Umatilla yearly food feasts
Nashvitality Program for public health improvement through 
faith communities
Medieval Medicine as described in Tres Riche Heures and 
Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose 
Neighborhood Doctor AW Ecosocial Design
Students will be asked to articultate their process in a series 
of design drawings, sections, plans,, and most importantly 
perspectives.   Along with this, they should be able to 
articulate how their design work will unfold over time, creating 
a “score” that accompanies their drawings.   The work can 
be speculative or applied with an actual community group 
depending on the site seleciton of the studio. 

SEMINAR

Gold in the Hills: The Gilded Ghetto and The Emerald 
Cage

Freedom and sublime viewing establishes an infrastructure 
of power.  We begin by envisioning landscapes as sublime 
power, from the air, then from moving vehicles as if floating, 
such as with the automobile.  The course looks particularly at 
the Western United States and the history of exploitation that 
goes along with the search for freedom. 
The airplane - movement, void in the twentieth century 
temple of high modernism Aerial Representation and the 
Recovery of Landscape Charles Waldheim 
Close similarity to zen temples such as Daisen-in 
Synthetic Surfaces, Pierre Belanger
Wisdom of Insecurity Alan Watts, man in constant stimulation
Taking Measures Across the American Landscape Corner
The highway and coaches, Humphrey Repton 
- Walking and trekking, “authenticity” and leave no trace 
Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity Marc Auge 
Walking in the City De Certeaux
Discourse on the Arts and Sciences Jean-Jacque Rousseau 
Olmsted Walks and Talks of an American Farmer in England 
My First Summer in the Sierra John Muir 
- Science and freedom of exploitation 
Return to 18th and early 19th centuries to see the 
transformation of the episteme of landscape from collection 
to nationalized soils and division that allows for colonial 
exploitation. 
Faust Goethe excerpts, Researches on the American 
Continent Alexander Von Humboldt, and Marx Wage Labor &
Mercantilism, and the fur trade, the works of George Catlin, 
and the discussion of indigenous cities
Account of Lewis and Clark, Nez Perce, and Cayuse
Diary of David Douglass, plant collector PNW
- Politics of resource extraction
Account of Marcus Whitman and the Cayuse War and 
following wars with Chief Joseph, his speaches and the 
positioning of the indigenous voice for landscape and anti-
industrial exploitation
Account of hydraulic mining in California, destruction of native 
communities, John Muir on Native Californians as pests
Wild Men: Ishi and Kroeber in the Wilderness of Modern 
America Douglas Sackman, the ethnification of landscapes, 
and the enobling of the country man
David Crockett Graham plant and cultural collector from the 
Pacific Northwest in China 
- Virtual reality cage 
Candide Voltaire in reference to a wonder cabinet
Travels in Hyperreality and Book of Legendary Lands Eco 
The Afterlife of Gardens on virtual reality John Dixon Hunt 
Video game environments and Electrocephalogram
The WaterCourse Way Alan Watts, “Virtuality”
The creation of “sustainability” in the discourse of resource 
body dismorphia and the borderline condition
- Passing through the void as living garden space
Analysis of the Apple, Facebook, and Google Campuses, in 
terms of the ethic of progress in “golden” California landscape
Mindfulness as method Full Catastrophe Living, Jon Kabat 
Zinn, contrast with Esalen institute, Alan Watts’ Marin Zen
Addiction and Mindfulness  Leonard Peltz
Songs as critical texts on wealth: Biggie Smalls, Will I Am, Lupe 
Fiasco, 2 Chains, Lil Wayne, on this etc and the Epicurean 
garden. “Hollywood,” as text, the ship of fools, and suburban 
disorientation- introduction to the Google self-driving vehicle 
Wabi Sabi, Koren, West Coast bathing culture

Health In Landscape Architecture, Historical Survey Class

- Ancient world and medieval world 
Miasmas in the ancient world as discussed in ancient Greek 
medicine  and The Medieval Islamic Hospital Ahmed Ragab 
Leprosy and the lives of lepers in Japan and Europe
The “great healer” Buddha, takes on the early psychotherapy 
of Vedic texts and the development of sutras in the medieval 
period
Zen temples in China and Japan
Christian anthropology and the creation of the poor vis a vis 
the Empire
- Marginal population and Renaissance 
Madness and Civilization, Michelle Foucault, the Ship of Fools
The insane, relationship to the creation of landscapes, Bruegel, 
Bosch, and late medieval medicine 
Inventing the Enemy Umberto Eco
marginalized Jewish communities of Eastern Europe and the 
medicine of the double bind of Rabbi Nachman development 
of Chassidic philosophy as counterpoint to the development 
of Zen in Japan
- Early modern period 18th and 19th century 
Humboldt and climate and health 
John Snow and rearticulating health miasmas in London
Water and sanitation in Central Park 
Little book on health and water sanitation 
Olmsted on asylums
Olmsted on Franklin park 
The development of National Parks by Olmsted Junior, 
Wilderness By Design, Ethan Carr, 
Particular attention paid to the development of the census 
tract in city planning, as developing out of landscape 
architecture in the late 19th century and early 20th centuries
- Early 20th century 
What Tuberculosis did for Modernism: The Influence of a 
Curative Environment on Modernist Design and Architecture, 
Campbell
Nietschze, Geneology of Morals, the Decline of the West,  
Spengler, and Biopolis Geddes Welter 
Mental sanitation social medicine and psychology, Civilization 
and Its Discontents Freud
National Socialism, landscape blood and soil and the urban 
landscape lobotomy with the destruction and removal of the 
ghetto as a “cancer.”  
- Late 20th century
The 1960s and embedded present - the RSVP Cycles 
Incarceration and social isolation, Autobiography of Malcolm 
X, the fall of asylums and the rise of prisons 
Ecology of the Mind Gregory Bateson
Increased medicalization of crime,  In Search of Respect as 
an analysis of an urban block and Righteous Dopefiend as a 
look at an interstitial urban space community in SF, Philipe 
Bourgeois 
- 21st century 
Bio-phillia, and environmental psychology, the mind body 
connection and “healing in nature” Cook Fox architects
US Center for Disease Control mandate for environmental 
preventative medicine and “Obamacare,” Krieger and 
ecosocial medicine, design deployed in public health 
Industry adaptation to environmental approach 
Embedded augmented reality 
Google, the avatar, the search engine, and the automated car; 
social isolation, segregation, and mental and physical health in 
the 21st century slum suburb; Google’s Side Walk Labs urban 
design firm emphasis on healthcare through real time data
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